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Abstract
This dissertation examines unequal outcomes of urban transportation policies in the
neoliberal era. It focuses on inequalities in the Portland, Oregon metro area between 1994
and 2011 as measured in three key areas: 1) access to public transit; 2) the journey-towork; and 3) “household-serving” trips. Growing concern over the harmful impacts from
an increasing dependence on cars has led planners in the U.S. to encourage a modal shift
from private car to public transit, bicycling, and walking. The required policies to make
this modal shift possible, however, might inadvertently be benefiting ‘choice’ riders at
the cost of transport disadvantaged groups. Other contributing factors to this unequal
benefit appear to be the suburbanization of poverty, an ongoing gentrification of central
areas, and market forces that make it difficult for low income groups to afford housing in
transit-rich neighborhoods. The Oregon Household Activity and Travel surveys are used
to answer the three major research questions in this dissertation: what has been the effect
of neoliberalism on access to public transit?; how do gender, race/ethnicity, and income
inequality affect the journey-to-work in Portland?; and how do household-serving trips
vary by gender in Portland? Six hypotheses are tested in answering these questions.
Those related to access to transit draw on Fred Block’s theory of the capitalist state and
the “urban growth machine” concept, both of which predict spatially unequal outcomes
from neoliberal policies. Hypotheses about the journey to work draw on a rich body of
literature around social relations in the household and the job market, as well as
residential location. The final question, about household-serving trips, draws on theories
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of gender socialization. Findings showed that: (i) individuals in the Portland metro area
had less access overall to bus public transit in 2011 than in 1994; (ii) impoverished
dependent riders have lost access to transit service over time, as compared to choice
dependent riders; (iii) low income groups have been ‘forced’ into greater car-ownership,
in part due to their reduced access to public transit; (iv) women in Portland have shorter
journey-to-work trips than men; (v) Blacks have longer journey-to-work trips than
Whites and Latinos; (vi) low-income individuals have shorter journey-to-work trips than
higher income individuals; and (vii) women with children make more household-serving
trips than men in similar family structures.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The problem
Growing concern over the harmful environmental and social impacts from an increasing
dependence on cars has led transportation planners in the U.S. to encourage a shift from
private car use to public transit, bicycling, and walking. These efforts aim to turn drivers
into “choice riders” (i.e., individuals who could drive but choose to ride transit instead),
which means the city must provide an effective substitute for the private car. However,
rather than improving the quality of bus service, many cities have placed more focus on
rail transit infrastructure. Two key reasons for the focus on rail transit investment are that
it is considered more attractive to choice riders (Giuliano, 2005), and it helps to attract
private investment, which cities in the neoliberal era actively seek. Research by Glaeser
et al. (2008) and Baum-Snow et al. (2005) found that rail transit expansion in major cities
in the U.S. was explicitly designed to connect central city areas to richer suburbs – thus
serving many choice riders - and not to improve access in poor areas.
At the same time, as shown by Grengs (2005), many cities are experiencing a changing
residential pattern in which low-income residents are being priced out of central cities
while higher-income residents increasingly occupy the core. Since public transit
investment has focused on the core (and wealthier suburbs), one would expect that the
new, higher-income residents in the central city would have greater levels of access than
the growing number of low-income, suburban residents. Further, lower levels of transit
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investment in outer neighborhoods and low-income suburbs – particularly in bus systems
– have increasingly forced many residents to own a car. This includes individuals who
were transit-dependent in the core, but are no longer served by public transit in the
suburbs, and thus have to purchase a car. Therefore, this dissertation argues that
neoliberal transit policies in such cities, heavily focused on rail infrastructure investments
and other means of shifting drivers to public transit, succeed largely at the cost of those
who rely on transit the most.
1.2 Unequal outcomes related to transportation
This study of the Portland metropolitan area seeks to investigate some of the unequal
outcomes of transportation policies in the neoliberal era. Specifically, it looks at
inequalities in: 1) access to public transit; 2) the journey-to-work; and 3) “householdserving” trips
Inequality in access to public transit
Access to transit is analyzed through two political economic frameworks that are critical
of neoliberal policy: namely, Logan and Molotch’s concept of “city as a growth
machine,” and Fred Block’s theory of the capitalist state. The analysis focuses
particularly on inequalities among different income groups in their access to public
transit.
Neoliberal ideology, which advocates for the extension of market-based principles in
order to reduce state “inefficiencies,” has shaped public transit in significant ways.
2

Beginning sometime in the 1980s, a neoliberal turn accelerated the shift in transit policy
from its original purpose of providing transportation as a public service toward a
narrower, economic-based purpose of relieving traffic congestion while increasing
efficiency (Grengs, 2005). Farmer (2013) shows in detail how mass transit’s original
purpose - to provide a public good for those left out by the market – has been undermined
under neoliberalism by this new logic of monetary efficiency.
While neoliberal ideology might explain this shift to economic efficiency on a policy
scale, it is important to look at the agents behind the policies. Fred Block’s capitalist
state theory (1977) focuses on state managers as the key actors in designing and
implementing neoliberal policies, which largely benefit business interests. Public agency
leaders have few incentives to pursue anti-capitalist policies in part because they see their
own continued power as dependent on a “healthy business climate” (p.8). This means
maintaining economic and political order. Since extending the state´s role (such as by
expanding public services) would likely increase the corporate tax burden and lead to a
decline in business confidence, agency heads and other “state managers” become averse
to such a goal.
With respect to transit, therefore, we would expect public officials to avoid investing tax
dollars in bus infrastructure, particularly in low-income, outer neighborhoods and
suburbs, since it would mean a larger governmental role - with associated higher
operating costs and more employees, and a potential negative reaction by businesses.
The only circumstance preventing local governments from completely privatizing or
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neglecting transit systems is that special characteristics of the transportation sector force
the government to own most of the fixed infrastructure. Since the private sector will not
(or can not) provide public transit – which is generally indispensable to people without
access to a car – the government is expected to provide this public good (Deen, 2003).
While Block’s state theory (and other political theories of the state) help explain the
disinvestment in public transit in general, there is another mechanism at work that is
useful in understanding geographically unequal transportation outcomes within a city (as
well as between cities). In “The City as a Growth Machine” (1976) Harvey Molotch
posits that elites who make money off land will act to promote urban investments that
increase the attractiveness of a place for further investment. He identifies a central
conflict in cities between elites, or “rentiers” – who are pursuing exchange value from
land and form a consensus called a “growth machine” – and residents, who are more
concerned with use values. Along with his collaborator John Logan, he argues that this
conflict “closely determines the shape of the city, the distribution of people, and the way
they live together” (Logan and Molotch 1987, p.2). In terms of public transportation, the
growth machine concept would explain why light rail infrastructure is implemented in
some areas – where elites have a vested interest in real estate development – and not
others. This idea in general helps explain how inequalities within and between cities are
established and maintained.
Inequality in the journey-to-work
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The commute to work can serve as a good indicator of inequalities in job and housing
markets in a city. Differences in the “journey-to-work” variable by race/ethnicity,
income, and gender offer a lens to explore the forces at work that lead to unequal
outcomes. Since neither state theory nor the growth machine concept directly address
gender, race, and income inequality, it was necessary to extend the theoretical framework
used in analyzing access to transit in order to explore journey-to-work differences.
Particularly relevant in this case are the bodies of theory around “social relations in the
household and job market,” “residential location,” and “social exclusion” (MacDonald,
1999; Lucas, 2010; Massey, 1996). These will be described in the literature review.
Inequalities in “household-serving” trips
The third indicator used in this dissertation to examine urban inequality from the lens of
transportation was “household-serving” trips – errands and other non-work trips that
benefit members of a household. Differences in the number, duration, and distance of
such household-serving trips among different groups can reveal much about the forces at
work in producing uneven outcomes in a city. Gender differences are particularly
relevant when looking at household-serving trips because they can illuminate inequalities
within the household.
Similar to the journey-to-work analysis, the analysis of household-serving trips required
going beyond the political-economic theories of place in order to incorporate a gender
lens. The analysis therefore draws on the literature around gender inequality and
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transportation. In particular, it examines theories about “gender socialization.” These
concepts will be explored further in the next chapter.
1.3 Research questions and hypotheses
The three major research questions in this dissertation relate to the three key
transportation metrics described above. The first question is related to access to transit,
and asks: “What has been the effect of neoliberalism on access to public transit in
metropolitan Portland?” Two hypotheses are tested here (which will be described in the
research design chapter). They are based on Block’s theory of the capitalist state and
Molotch’s concept of the city as a growth machine.
The second research question, related to the journey-to-work, asks: “How do gender,
race/ethnicity, and income inequality affect the journey-to-work?” Three hypotheses are
tested here (described in the research design chapter), each drawing on one of the
following bodies of theory: a) social relations in the household and job market, b)
residential location, and c) social exclusion, as described in the literature review.
The final research question is: “How does gender inequality affect household-serving
trips in Portland?” The hypothesis tested for this question draws on theory around
“gender socialization,” as described in the literature review and research design chapters.
1.4 Why Portland (Oregon)?
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The metropolitan area of Portland, Oregon was selected for case study analysis for a
number of inter-related reasons.
First, in Portland, neoliberal ideology and the workings of the growth machine have been
clearly manifested in the city's urban renewal program over the past two decades (this
program is described in detail in the literature review chapter). Rising land values in
Portland’s urban core in the 2000’s were actively bolstered by, if not a direct outcome of,
city policies and programs. Portland now finds itself on the leading edge of a housing
affordability crisis, exacerbating spatial inequalities.
Rising rents and home prices have been pushing low-income, transit-dependent people
toward outer neighborhoods and suburbs. Transit agencies have been unwittingly
contributing to this process through their focus on improving transit service in the urban
core, where density is greatest and ridership is high, at the cost of service in outer
neighborhoods and suburbs. These improvements include enhanced bus service as well
as new rail transit.
The result in Portland is a geographic marginalization of the city's lower income and
minority populations, who find themselves living in the urban periphery where transit
service is more limited and expensive. As in other cities, transit services in Portland are
not following lower-income groups to the suburbs. Instead, as this dissertation will show,
Portland’s growth machine elites remain focused on increased service in places where
ridership is high (i.e., politically connected inner neighborhoods). While “choice riders”
(who take transit by choice, not by need) are increasing in number in Portland due to
7

explicit policies that favor them, the needs of transit-dependent populations are being
ignored. The city therefore offers a good case study of the consequences of urban policies
that drive up land values in the core.
A second reason for selecting Portland for analysis is that it was one of the earliest cities
in the U.S. to adopt a sustainable transportation approach; so there has been sufficient
time to observe the consequences, both intended and unintended. In fact, this early
adoption of sustainable transportation goals and policies is a key factor behind Portland’s
identity as a sustainable, vibrant, and walkable city – a topic explored below. And with a
regional population growing at well above the U.S. metropolitan average, the
consequences of Portland’s policies, plans, and programs are likely to be evident sooner
than would be the case elsewhere.
Third, and related to the above, years of local research and analysis of transportation
outcomes in the city and region have resulted in abundant data being available. This
research tapped into some of that data, described in the research design chapter.
A fourth and final reason for studying Portland is that while the city is often considered a
quirky, outlier, it has also become a role model for an increasing number of cities. Cities
throughout the country have been looking to Portland as a sustainable urban development
leader (tied into its identity, discussed below), and are seeking to emulate its focus on
building a vibrant, livable core. Portland has been a national leader in the coordination of
transportation and land use, with land use policies that encourage higher development
densities, and urban renewal programs that integrate redevelopment with transit. Other
8

cities can learn from Portland’s successes and mistakes as they seek to imitate its
compact, mixed-use core and transit-oriented development.
The Portland identity
As indicated above, Portland’s urban identity is an important reason why other U.S. cities
are looking to learn from its example. Portland is a very special place. It is in fact
difficult to find a similar city within the United States: It has the highest bicycle rates for
a city of its size; it has an unusually large urban park and park system; and it is the only
place in the country with an elected regional government. It is well known for its urban
growth boundary, mandated by a statewide system for land use planning. Portland is even
the subject of a TV show, Portlandia, that gently mocks its eccentricities.
For many years Portland has been at the top of urban life quality rankings in the USA. It
is one of the few U.S. cities that makes regular appearances on lists of the nation’s best
managed cities (Abbott 2001: 4). Portland has been continuously praised by planners,
geographers and architects who have portrayed the city in their books as an example of
successful urban development and metropolitan planning. Vice President Al Gore
described Portland as “the best of all possible worlds, where quality-of-life planning has
stimulated rather muffled economic growth” (Abbott, 2001: 6). The reason for all this
praise, according to local urban scholar Carl Abbott, is that “Portland comes close to
matching an emerging model of good urban form: it assigns high value to the
maintenance of strong downtowns in order to nurture cultural vibrancy, promote social
cohesion, and support nationally competitive advance service industries” (2001: 5).
9

That said, not all outcomes are positive: Abbott noted as early has 2001 how Portland had
transformed, losing a number of interesting social features over time. He lamented the
displacement of artists to the periphery of the city as property values rose.
Portland’s civic engagement and urban planning reputation
Portland has been recognized since the 1970s for its strong civic engagement. According
to Abbott, the city has a history of “strong public involvement in both grassroots
environmentalism and neighborhood conservation” (2001:4). The tremendous success in
planning experienced by the city of Portland would probably not exist if it were not for its
culture of public involvement. As noted by Abbott, the Portland area “benefits from more
than seventy-five ‘Friends of…’” organizations – i.e., civic organizations monitoring
development matters and advocating for restoration projects. Portland also holds nearly
25 community development corporations and more than 100 neighborhood associations
that are community-controlled but city-sponsored (Abbott, 2001: 4). According to
Abbott, the city´s “eclectic urbanists” have borrowed theoretical components from other
urbanists and intellectuals, such as Jane Jacobs, William S. Whyte and John Stuart Mill,
to emphasize the values of civic action in public spaces, and social and cultural diversity.
In terms of political culture, metropolitan Portland is also well known for treating “land
use planning, with its restrictions on private actions, as a legitimate expression of the
community interest.” The city has a strong interest in environmental design as a planning
goal, borrowing from Frederick Law Olmsted’s and Lewis Mumford’s visions of “cities
and towns interlacing with the natural and cultivated environments.” In terms of
10

cityscape and urban form, Portland has been able to “bring environmentalism and
urbanism together in a coherent package of mutually supportive planning and
development decisions” (Abbott, 2001: 6). This includes its public transportation and
land use decisions. Abbott argues that the progressive core and many suburbs have united
around the idea of a compact city (2001: 211), which has contributed to Portland’s
recognition for the importance its citizens place on the physical environment.
All of these factors have combined to give Portland its identity as a “green city,” a
“progressive city,” and a successful example of urban planning. Of course, as in many
other cities, Portland’s current success is the cause of multiple planned and unplanned
processes. Paradoxically, Portland’s slow economic growth in the 1960s and 1970s, and
stability in the economically depressed 1980s, allowed it to preserve elements from each
decade, giving it a unique urban character. Nevertheless, the city is undergoing great
social and economic changes, and experiencing a tension between the growing industrial,
technological and innovation sectors and a steadier, greener lifestyle (Abbott, 2001: 206).
1.5 Overview of dissertation
This introductory chapter is followed by a literature review that explores the relationships
between transportation and inequality in the U.S. and reviews a number of explanatory
theories, especially those focused on differences in access to transit, the journey-to-work,
and household-serving trips. This is followed by a chapter on research design, which
reviews the three main research questions and lays out the related hypotheses for each,
along with the theories they draw on. It then introduces the data and variables used in the
11

study and articulates the research methodology and methods of analysis. Next, an
analysis chapter describes how the hypotheses were tested using statistical methods and
discusses the findings and their meaning in the context of the relevant theories. The
dissertation ends with a summary of key findings and conclusions in answering the
research questions.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
This chapter examines the literature on concepts and theories related to unequal outcomes
of transportation policies and urban planning. It focuses on three aspects of
transportation: 1) Access to public transit, 2) Journey-to-work, and 3) “Householdserving” trips. Specifically, it reviews the research relevant to answering the three key
questions of this dissertation:
1. What has been the effect of neoliberalism on access to public transit in
metropolitan Portland?
2. How do gender, race/ethnicity, and income inequality affect the journey-to-work
in Portland?
3. How does gender inequality affect household-serving trips in Portland?
To understand the first question – the effect of neoliberalism on inequalities in access to
public transit – this chapter examines the literature on neoliberal ideology, theories of the
capitalist state, and city-as-growth-machine. These concepts are used in later chapters to
interrogate two hypotheses on inequality in access to public transit among different
income groups in Portland. Other relevant concepts, such as the role of poverty in
transportation, and the concepts of “transportation disadvantage” and “forced-car
ownership,” are also examined here.
For the second topic – differences in the journey-to-work by gender, race/ethnicity, and
income – this chapter reviews the literature on bodies of theory around: “social relations
in the household and in the job market,” “residential location,” and “social exclusion.”
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These theories are used in the analysis chapter to test three hypotheses about differences
in the journey-to-work in Portland based on gender, race/ethnicity, and income level.
For the last research question – how gender inequality affects household-serving trips in
Portland – the literature around “gendered socialization” is reviewed, as it is later used to
investigate a key hypothesis related to this question.
Before delving into the literature on specific research questions, this chapter begins with
a review of transportation and inequality in the U.S. in general, and in Portland, since
these contexts are central to answering all three research questions. It includes a look at
the literature on gentrification and displacement in the Portland metropolitan area,
especially with respect to how it may be exacerbating the challenges for transportdisadvantaged groups.
2.1 Transportation and inequality in the U.S.
The subject of inequality in urban transport and mobility is not new within the
transportation literature. Since the 1970’s researchers have been interested in the topic
(Lucas, 2012; Currie, 2007). As early as 1973, Wachs and Kumagai identified physical
mobility as a major contributor to social and economic inequality in the U.S. context. By
the 2000’s, researchers and policy makers were extensively examining social inequities in
transportation in the context of environmental justice (e.g., Cervero et al., 2002; Handy et
al., 2005; Lucas, 2006; Sen, 2008; Wachs, 2010).
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An important focus of the literature on the relationship between inequality and
transportation is how “transport disadvantage” can lead to the social exclusion of lowincome individuals and communities. A number of studies have aimed to make more
explicit the links between income, access to transportation and key services, and ability to
participate in life enhancing opportunities (Church and Frost, 2000; Lucas et al., 2001;
Kenyon 2003; Kenyon et al., 2003; Hine and Mitchell, 2003; Hodgson and Turner, 2003;
Rajé, 2004).
These studies have increased our understanding of how inadequate provision of public
transportation decreases mobility for many individuals, which leads to further social
exclusion of already socially disadvantaged individuals (Lucas et al., 2001, Hine and
Mitchell, 2003). Travel offers access to opportunities, which in turn affect one’s quality
of life (Lucas, 2012).
2.2 Transportation and inequality in Portland
Urban renewal
Over the last few decades in Portland, as described by Goodling et al. (2015), urban
renewal funds have resulted in rising property values and an incoming wave of wealthier,
mainly White residents to Portland. These changes have come about, in part, from the
installation of public transit and bike infrastructure, in an effort to attract affluent, welleducated, environmentally minded residents along with businesses that cater to their
tastes. During the 1960s and 1970s, urban renewal projects displaced Black residents and
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businesses in order to redevelop the city. Between the 1970´s and 1990´s, city officials
lured capital back to the central city through the development of important infrastructure
projects. This period encompasses the City’s annexation of a large amount of East
Portland’s land and residents – and tax base – and the continued devaluation of Black
neighborhoods (Goodling et al.,2015).
By the 1970s, middle-class taxpaying households were moving to the suburbs. As a
response, according to Goodling et al. (2015), city officials justified urban renewal
projects that continued to affect African American neighborhoods. The implication was
that Portland’s “livability” was hindered by the presence of certain groups. In 1991, the
city of Portland used public funds, through Albina’s Interstate Corridor Urban Renewal
Area (URA) tax-increment financing, to improve the largely African-American district’s
streets, and sidewalks (Gibson, 2004). A central feature of the Interstate URA was a light
rail line, which later contributed to the gentrification of the area.
Gentrification and involuntary displacement
Portland has been able to control sprawl through land-use policies (including an urban
growth boundary) that promote, compact, mixed-use, and transit-oriented development.
In particular, access to public transit (Brueckner et al., 2009), and topographical and
historical amenities in the city center (an attractive river or beachfront), as posited by
Brueckner et al., (1999) contribute to attract the rich more strongly than the poor, leading
to a Paris-style location pattern. Eventual redevelopment of aging dwellings in the center
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creates a young downtown housing stock that attracts high-income households, leading to
gentrification.
However, Portland’s success in creating an attractive central city might be producing
unintended consequences by contributing to the rising costs of housing in the central area.
Among these consequences are neighborhood gentrification and the displacement of
long-time working-class residents from in-city neighborhoods (Lang and Hornburg,
1997; Abbot, 1997; Soja, 2010).
In Portland, Black neighborhoods have had a long history of disinvestment, which ended
in (and in many ways led to) gentrification and involuntary displacement during the
1990s (Gibson, 2004, 2007, 2013). McKenzie (2013) suggests that the trend of
displacement of Blacks is expected to continue in the near future, as evidenced by the fact
that the dissimilarity index1 for Blacks increased from 47% in 2000 to 51% in 2009.
Although Blacks have accounted for about 3% of the Portland population since 1990 (see
Appendix, Table 1), their residential location has shifted during this time: between 1990
and 2010 the proportion of Blacks living at the periphery2 of the city increased (see
Appendix, Table 2), while the population of Blacks living in the city and close-in
communities (the area encompassed by Multnomah County), decreased from 5.9% of the
total population in 1990 to 5.4% in 2010.

1

The dissimilarity index is a demographic measure of the evenness with which two groups are distributed across
component geographic areas that make up a larger area.
2 The term “periphery” refers to neighborhoods in the suburban counties of Clackamas and Washington
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Gibson (2007) shows that after over 40 years of being segregated in the Albina district
(as a result of federally-backed redlining and exploitative practices of speculators,
slumlords, bankers, and real estate agents) Blacks began to be displaced by affluent
newcomers in the 1990s. Between 1990 and 2010, Albina lost more than 6,000 Black
residents to areas in the periphery of the city, where housing is cheaper but basic services
and amenities are lacking relative to other areas of the city.
Since 2000, areas of poverty in Portland have shifted from the city center to the suburban
communities (McKenzie, 2013). During this period housing costs (and rents) have
increased in the central city (Miles and Song, 2009), particularly affecting renters who
often need to move to less expensive neighborhoods (Shaw and Sullivan, 2011).
It may be that growing poverty among Blacks in Portland (in 2013 they had the highest
share of any racial group below poverty, at 34%) contributes to explaining the increasing
share of Blacks living at the periphery of the city. Although growing poverty rates among
racial minorities and a decreasing population of Blacks in Multnomah County cannot in
itself count as evidence of gentrification or involuntary displacement of racial minorities
(from transit-rich neighborhoods to transit-poor neighborhoods in the periphery of the
Portland metro area), this is a plausible hypothesis supported by research (McKenzie,
2013; Gibson, 2004, 2007, 2013). These trends suggest that at the very least the Black
residential location pattern has changed since the 1990s, and that perhaps it has become
very difficult for low-income Blacks to afford living in central city neighborhoods in
Portland.
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Latinos in Portland have followed a different growth pattern than Blacks. From 1990 to
2010, the Latino proportion of the population increased from 3.4% to 11.7% (see
Appendix, Table 1). In contrast to Blacks, Latinos growth has been distributed evenly in
all three counties of metropolitan Portland (see Appendix, Table 2).
Changes in public transit
During the 1980’s, transit lost a larger share of the market in metropolitan Portland than
in most regions of the country (from 8 percent to 5 percent, and among Portland’s
employed residents, from 16 percent to 11 percent) (Cervero, 1998). In the 1990´s
downtown Portland’s transit modal split for work trips exceeded 40 percent of total trips,
attributable to two decades of targeted efforts aimed at revitalizing the core (Cervero,
1998).
Anbinder (2015) found that transit service mileage was reduced between 2006 and 2012
in Portland by more than 10%. One explanation may be that the transit market share of
all trips has dropped during the last 20 years from 8.4% to 6.0% - in other words, since
Portlanders are using transit less, service has been reduced. This means access to transit is
also reduced. Access to transit for both Blacks and Latinos in Portland declined between
2000 and 2010, with Latinos having the relatively poorest access to transit (McKenzie,
2013).
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The remaining sections of this chapter review the literature on inequality related to each
of the three key aspects examined in this dissertation: access to transit, journey-to-work,
and household-serving trips.
2.3 Explaining inequality in access to transit in the U.S.
Neoliberalism
One of the key questions this dissertation explores is the effect of neoliberalism on access
to public transit in Portland. Neoliberalism is an ideology that sees human well-being as
best advanced by liberating individual freedoms within an institutional framework of
strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade (Harvey, 2007). The politicaleconomic practice of neoliberalism started in Chile in the early 1970s and soon spread as
a new economic orthodoxy; by 1979 it was adopted in the U.S. Neoliberal doctrine is
associated with economists Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek, who deeply opposed
state interventionist theories such as those of John Maynard Keynes. As a consequence of
neoliberal policies in the U.S. deregulation, privatization, and, most important,
withdrawal of the state from many areas of social provision have been all too common.
Scholars, including Farmer (2013), Marcuse and van Kempen (2000), and Grengs (2004),
show how the neoliberal political project is characterized by its efforts at reducing the
social welfare state, cutting costs, deregulating business activity, privatizing previously
public spaces and activities, and engaging in new forms of social control. According to
Soja (2010) this happens due to the pressures faced by entrepreneurial cities to compete
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with investments and tourism in the global economy, rather than dealing with poverty and
uneven development.
The public provision of transit service offers a great opportunity to examine the impacts
of neoliberalism. Stephanie Farmer (2013) shows how neoliberal ideology has shaped
the possibilities of constructing public transit in the U.S., and asserts: “The concrete and
specific features that make mass transit useful as an urban transit mode are curtailed,
distorted and undermined by a logic of monetary efficiency [under neoliberalism] that
tends to reduce the variegated features of urban mass transit to an abstract, generalized,
interchangeable, pecuniary cash nexus” (p.62).
Sometime in the 1980s, Farmer argues, public transit in the U.S. began shifting from its
earlier purpose of providing a public service toward a narrower, economic purpose
focused on such goals as relieving traffic congestion and increasing efficiency. This
neoliberal policy turn has negatively impacted urban bus systems in particular, with an
increased focus on routes that pay for themselves, in places where ridership is high (i.e.,
the urban core), and a turn toward rail investment rather than bus.
As Grengs (2004) laments, planners seem to have lost sight of the public purpose of mass
transit. The social goal of providing mobility is being displaced by the economic goal of
reducing congestion. This undermines the original purpose of providing adequate transit
for those who have no other option, and further illustrates how meeting human needs in
the neoliberal era becomes subordinate to the imperatives of capital accumulation.
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Grengs goes on to point out that transit planners are facing a growing dilemma: should
transit serve people who have few transportation choices, or should it offer drivers an
alternative to their cars? He asks if current transit policies are hurting social equity, and
whether public transit should be considered a means for advancing larger social goals;
and argues strongly that it should.
Neoliberalism has impacted transit at the federal level as well. Farmer (2013) cites three
ways in which neoliberal policy shaped federal transit support: 1) by reducing funding, 2)
by allowing states the flexibility to distribute funds, and 3) by phasing out federal daily
operations subsidies.
Therefore, despite the technical efficacy of mass transit systems, they are embedded in a
capitalist economy and state that tend to undermine that efficiency by cutting funding.
This leads to insufficient maintenance of buses and trains, which in turn produces longer
travel and wait times for riders. It also leads to decreased access to public transit service,
which has been cut back deeply in low-income communities where many minorities live.
The market-driven placement of transit lines tends to create an irrational transit network
where access to mass transit is uneven, with redundant service in some neighborhoods
and a lack of service in others (Yago, 1984). Differential access to transportation
infrastructure reduces the cost of living for some workers - those living in transit-rich
neighborhoods can save both time and money – while increasing it for others.
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According to Farmer (2013) neoliberal austerity in the late 1990s also included a more
aggressive stance towards organized labor in the public transit sector. Nationwide, new
policies reduced overtime, scaled back employee healthcare plans, reduced worker’s
compensation payments, cut the number of conductors operating trains, encouraged
hiring part-time and non-union security personnel to staff the busiest train platforms, and
reduced the number of bus supervisors whose job was to ensure that buses were running
on time.
The Chicago example
Chicago offers an excellent example of neoliberal ideology at work. In their study of the
development of the mass transit system in Chicago, Farmer and Noonan (2014), showed
how capitalism distorts and degrades the urban mass transit system in a manner that is
favorable for the accumulation of capital, but goes against satisfying people’s need for an
effective and efficient urban transportation.
By the 1980s in Chicago, public mass transit – which had been sustained through
progressive tax policies – was redefined as anti-competitive and too costly under
ascendant neoliberalism. The imposition of a 50% farebox recovery mandate required the
transit system to generate 50% of operations revenue from rider fares, concessions,
advertising and investments (Anderson, 2004, p.3).
The criteria for cost effectiveness was based on whether operation costs were recovered
or surpassed by revenues collected on a route, which ignored the wider external social
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costs of curtailing public transit service. The Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) shifted
from a focus on providing useful transit service to privileging a logic of “fiscal
constraint,” where transit service is subservient to exchange-value. The 50% farebox
recovery policy was essentially a cut in the social wage, driving up the cost of living for
the working class.
In addition, the federal government eliminated its $40 million subsidy for public transit
operations in Chicago between 1995 and 1998 for the sake of fiscal austerity (Farmer and
Noonan, 2014). The resulting drop in ridership was used to justify the next round of
service cuts, yielding reduced ridership that was used, in turn, to justify future cycles of
cuts, creating a vicious cycle of recursive austerity. In this way, the neoliberal state
externalizes the costs of public transit onto the backs of public transit riders.
The consequences of such policies in Chicago are now obvious: The physical quality of
the rail system has declined, while the bus system has been curtailed, strained and
understaffed. Public transit service has deteriorated, both in terms of the safety of the
system and in terms of the system’s size and frequency of buses and trains (i.e., reduced
access).
The predominantly Black and Latino neighborhoods of the south and west sides of
Chicago have seen their access to transit curtailed the most, while the Loop’s residential
and office markets have been growing, with transit a key amenity supporting their
development. The presence of good mass transit attracts “desirable” firms to move to the
area (Farmer and Noonan, 2014).
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As the literature and this case study show, the interaction between mass transit as a usevalue, the logic of the circuits of capital, and the social power of exchange-value
produces highly contradictory effects and perverse outcomes. One goal of this research
was to test whether Portland would resemble Chicago in terms of increased inequality in
access to transit under a neoliberal paradigm (McKenzie, 2013).
Growth machine theory
Harvey Molotch’s “city as a growth machine” metaphor (1976) provides a political
economic framework to critique neoliberal ideology. This theory offers a credible
explanation of how spatial inequities in transportation systems are produced and
maintained. According to his theory, the political and economic essence of localities is
growth3 and the desire for growth provides the key motivation toward consensus around
urban development among local elites, who all profit from land. They compete with
other land-based elites to have growth-inducing resources invested within their own area;
and they use their governmental connections to influence decisions affecting land-use and
public budget.
A central conflict in cities, as explained in the introduction, is thus between “rentiers,”
who are pursuing exchange values, and residents, who are more concerned with use
values. This conflict, argue Logan and Molotch (1987, p.2) “closely determines the

3 The indicator of successful growth is “rising urban-area population”. The way it works is: initial expansion of basic
industries, followed by an expansion of the labor force, a rising scale of retail and commerce, increasingly intensive land
development, higher population density, and increased levels of financial activity.
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shape of the city, the distribution of people, and the way they live together.” Lowincome neighborhoods are particularly vulnerable to the reorganization of urban space in
the pursuit of exchange values, as Melissa Gilbert shows (in Jonas and Wilson, 1999, p.
97).
Applied to urban and public transportation, growth machine theory explains both past and
present development of transportation systems. As Clark (1983, p. 272) demonstrates:
“transportation systems in the U.S. were not built primarily to provide transportation but
to sell real estate.” From the beginning, the laying out of mass transit lines was a method
of stimulating development; and transit officials tended to favor growth along their
specific transit routes. “Indeed, the land speculators and the executives of the
transportation firms were often the same people” (Logan & Molotch, 1987, p.74).
This highlights the close relationship between transportation and real estate development
that persists today. Logan and Molotch go on to explain: “Transit bureaucrats… function
as active development boosters; only in that way can more riders be found to support
their systems and help pay off the sometimes enormous debts incurred to construct or
expand the systems” (p.74). As a consequence, transportation doesn’t just serve growth,
it creates it.
An example is the heavy focus on rail infrastructure investment in U.S. cities. All the
elements of the growth machine are at work here. First, local elites form a consensus
around rail transit investment due to its likelihood of increasing nearby land values and
rents (much more so than bus infrastructure). Second, light rail construction benefits the
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private sector through private-public partnerships and construction contracts – again,
more so than bus infrastructure. Third, driving all this are new, wealthier urbanites who
prefer riding light rail and streetcars over buses and are able to advocate for them using
their political connections. The inevitable result is rising rents resulting from the new rail
infrastructure; which in turn negatively affects low-income residents, who may no longer
be able to afford to live in these neighborhoods. This appears to be the case in Portland,
Oregon, as the analysis chapter will show.
Capitalist state theory
Whereas traditional Marxist theory roots the explanation of capitalist rationality in the
consciousness of the ruling class, an alternative political economy framework offered by
Fred Block in “The Ruling Class Does Not Rule” (1977) provides a new way of thinking
about the sources of rationality within capitalism - one that focuses on the “state
managers” themselves. Block suggests that “even in the absence of ruling-class class
consciousness, state managers are strongly discouraged from pursuing anti-capitalist
policies” (p.8), as described in the Introduction chapter. Thus they will act in the best
interests of the capitalist state.
Block posits that public officials (“managers of the state apparatus”) see their own
continued power as dependent on maintaining a “healthy business climate,” which means
maintaining economic and political order, as mentioned in the Introduction one way of
doing this is by keeping corporate taxes low. Business confidence tends to decline in the
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face of efforts to extend the state´s role because it would mean an increased tax burden on
businesses.
In terms of transit policy, this would explain why public officials support rail-transit
infrastructure over bus infrastructure: the former facilitates private investment; and
private investors have power to influence state managers to give them infrastructure
contracts. Bus infrastructure, on the other hand, does not enable private investment, and
instead requires increased bureaucracy, higher operation costs, and a larger government
role, which leads to a higher tax burden and a less friendly business climate.
The role of poverty in travel behavior
Income is strongly related to travel behavior: people with low incomes travel much less
(and have lower levels of mobility) than those with higher incomes. As Hanson (2010)
argues, class is central to assessing equity in mobility and access to transit. Mauch and
Taylor (1997) suggest that income might matter even more than gender in understanding
travel behavior, because lower income groups share common economic and social
characteristics, and have similar occupations and residential locations, all of which
affects their travel behavior.
Income affects an individual’s choice of residential location and their ability to afford a
car (Doyle et al, 2000). Low-income individuals rely more on transit and carpooling due
to their inability to afford a car. Low mobility level and unemployment (or
underemployment) are connected: the availability, speed, and price of public
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transportation may significantly and adversely affect employment opportunities for
people with low earnings capability. Transportation and welfare studies (Blumenberg and
Hess, 2003) show that without adequate transportation, welfare recipients face significant
barriers in trying to move from welfare to work. These challenges are particularly acute
for urban mothers who do not own cars and must make multiple trips each day to
accommodate childcare and other domestic responsibilities.
Existing public transportation systems cannot always bridge the gap between where the
poor live and where jobs are located. These systems were originally established to
transport inner-city residents to city locations and bring suburban residents to central city
work locations. However, the majority of the entry-level jobs that the poor would be
likely to fill are located in suburbs that have limited or no accessibility through existing
public transportation systems. Furthermore, many entry-level jobs require shift work in
the evenings or on weekends, when public transit services are either unavailable or
limited (Sanchez, 2008).
Thus, the location of jobs and workers and the existing transportation network within
metropolitan labor markets may explain lower levels of transit access and high
unemployment among the poor.
Forced car-ownership
Banister (1994) defines the term “forced car-ownership” to mean situations where there
are not adequate substitutes for gaining access to the places where people need to go; thus
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the car becomes a necessity. According to Jones (2011) there are various degrees of car
dependence based either on the characteristics of individuals (e.g., people with
disabilities) or of trips (e.g., trips where there are no alternative forms of transportation;
destinations that are not served by alternative modes of transport; activities that cannot be
undertaken without a car; and trip-chaining, requiring multiple stops for different
purposes).
Public policies have historically acted to encourage car-centric development patterns such
as out-of-town shopping and housing developments and the siting of key facilities such as
hospitals and colleges away from urban centers, which makes them harder to serve with
public transport. As such, people without cars simply cannot keep pace with the rising
need to travel in order to carry out essential activities.
In auto-oriented landscapes it is not realistic to assume that large groups of individuals
will use transit, particularly those currently driving, or even those who apparently would
benefit from it. Access to a car provides several benefits: it contributes to enhanced
earnings since driving facilitates access to jobs (Blumenberg and Hess, 2003); and it
offers greater ease in carrying out daily activities, particularly for households with
children (Raphael and Rice, 2002; Cervero and Tsai, 2003). In this context it makes sense
that most low-income households in the U.S. might aspire to own a car to enjoy the
higher levels of mobility, accessibility, convenience, and flexibility that automobile
ownership affords.
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That said, growing car ownership among the poorest households is also in part due to the
lack of access to adequate transit service, which forces low-income individuals into
driving to obtain the mobility that a car provides. It is in this sense that the poor are
“forced” into car-ownership. As asserted by Giuliano (2005), if reliable and safe transit
service were readily available and moderately priced, more poor people would use transit
and forgo the costs of car ownership.
In this dissertation the concept of “forced car-ownership” is used to describe households
with limited means to afford car use, but where no alternatives are available, as defined
by Banister (1994) and Jones (1987). Forced car-ownership emphasizes the lack of
transportation options available to disadvantaged populations in an automobile-oriented
landscape, which “forces” them to own a car (Banister, 1994; Wickham and Lohan,
1999). It is important to note that forced car-ownership does not deny the obvious
benefits of cars, but highlights the fact that these benefits come at the cost of significant
financial challenges for low-income groups.
Gleeson and Randolph (2002) referred to the financial stress created by owning and
running a car as “transport poverty,” which occurs when a household is forced to
consume more travel costs (i.e., car ownership and usage) than it can reasonably afford.
Transport poverty is magnified in places like the U.S. where owning a car is more of a
necessity due to land-use patterns. Poor people who own cars expend a greater proportion
of their income on maintaining their cars, reducing their capacity to consume other
goods. Clifton and Lucas (2004) delineate the financial burdens that low-income
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households face in purchasing, operating and maintaining vehicles. Thus, the direct costs
of transport contribute to higher living expenses among low-income populations.
Financial sacrifices tend to be especially high among low-income, suburban residents
who generally have fewer transportation options and thus depend more on automobiles.
They have larger fuel-cost burdens due to the need to travel longer distances (which may
in part be due to few affordable housing options in close-in neighborhoods). Adding yet
another layer of disadvantage, forced-car-owners tend to restrict the use of their car to
reduce maintenance and fuel costs, resulting in missed opportunities (Currie and
Senbergs, 2007; Stanley, 2004).
Forced car-ownership among minorities
Crane (2007) showed that the largest increase of car users since 1985 has been among
Latino and Black women. It makes sense that poor single parents, mostly females, seem
to be induced into “forced car-ownership” due to child responsibilities that may not be
conducted by transit.
Deka (2004) posits that in the U.S., Blacks and Latinos (over-represented among the
poor) increased their household expenditure on transportation between 1992 and 2002 by
62.5% and 45.5%, respectively, based on 2004 dollars. Over time, from 1988 to 2008, the
transportation-expenditure burden declined 14% among all households but increased 1%
among households in the bottom income quintile.
2.4 Explaining inequality in the journey-to-work
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Work trips are considered the most relevant link between housing and labor markets, and
thus the journey-to-work may say a lot about unequal access to both. The research focus
on journey-to-work in the 1970s through 1990s was a consequence of women’s increase
in the paid labor force during the 1960’s (Tivers, 1978). Pratt and Hanson (1991)
measured the journey-to-work as home-to-work time, distance, and cost. Journey-to-work
studies in the 1990s and 2000s found that women’s spatial range of mobility was smaller
than men’s (Hanson, 2010). This section reviews the literature on differences in the
journey-to-work by gender, race/ethnicity and income level. A body of theories around
“social relations in the household and in the job market” is reviewed with respect to
gender differences in the journey-to-work. Another body of theory around “residential
location” is explored as it pertains to racial/ethnic differences in the journey-to-work.
And finally, theories around social exclusion are reviewed as they relate to income
differences in the journey to work.
The next section discusses the most common mechanisms of inequality that contribute to
explain gender differences in the journey-to-work.
Gender differences in the journey-to-work
During the 1960’s, research looking at women’s journey-to-work became more frequent
(Tivers, 1978). According to Law (1999), after feminists questioned the planners’
conventional assumption of the ‘neutral commuter,’ path-breaking research from
Rosenbloom (1978) and Giuliano (1979) advanced our knowledge of gendered
differences in travel behavior.
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Many of the studies above, not surprisingly, found consistent and significant gender
differences in all aspects of the journey to work: trip distance, travel time, transport
mode, and linkages among trips (Erickson, 1977; Hanson and Hanson, 1981; Madden,
1981). However, according to Hanson (2010) these studies were later criticized for
ignoring relations of power, cultural contexts, lived experience, the importance of
identities, and the different meanings of mobility.
While some studies showed that women traveled shorter distances to employment sites
than men (Crane, 2007) other studies showed that not all women have shorter work trips
than men (Law, 1999; Hanson, 2010; MacDonald, 1999; Gossen and Purvis, 2005;
Theriault, et al, 2006). For example, McLafferty and Preston (1991) found no gender
differences among Black and Latino female commuters. However, Rosenbloom (2006)
and Crane (2007, 2009) showed that women’s commute trips are still consistently shorter
than the average man's for all races, although Rosenbloom (2006) noticed that the gender
gap within each ethnic and racial group was greater than between whites.
Social relations in the household
The literature has been shown that unequal social relations in the household lead to an
unequal division of labor (Taylor et al, 2015; Crane, 2007, 2009; Rosenbloom, 2006;
Caumont, 2014). Women with partners still do the majority of household chores, even in
dual-earner households (Madden, 1981). Women’s higher share of household
responsibilities contributes to explaining a shorter journey-to-work, because it is argued
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that shorter work-trips enable women to coordinate their activities as workers and
housewives (MacDonald, 1999).
The gendered division of household work has been associated with feminist concepts
(e.g., ‘gender roles’) to explain gender differences in travel (Law, 1999; Gavron, 1966;
Cichocki, 1980; Forer and Kivell, 1981; Lopata, 1981; Tivers, 1985). These studies often
operationalize gender roles through: domestic responsibilities, effects of marriage, effects
of spousal employment, and the presence of children. For example, Pickup (1984, 1988)
used “gender role” (measured as family role playing, gender related tasks, and conditions
under which women travel) to explain women’s lower mobility. His approach was
criticized because the concept of “sex role playing” omitted constraints on mobility
located in gender relations outside the home (e.g., gender pay gap) and because it implied
equivalence, consensus, and choice, rather than power and coercion.
Research shows that the presence of children and having a partner is associated with
disproportionate parenting and household responsibilities for women who still do the
majority of household and childcare chores, even in dual-earner households (Taylor et al,
2015; Crane, 2007, 2009; Rosenbloom, 2006; Caumont, 2014). Hanson (2010) found that
women’s travel is largely a factor of their domestic and child-care responsibilities, as
shown by Tivers (1985), who pointed out that including constraints faced by mothers of
young children and housewives was a useful corrective to earlier urban studies that
neglected women’s experiences, and Madden (1981), who found that women work closer
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to their homes because their household responsibilities increase the cost of longer
commutes.
Rosenbloom (2006) found that married women's total weekly housework is two to three
hours higher than for all women; the amount of time devoted to household chores in
households with children under 11 is three times more for wives than for husbands,
independent of employment status; and even women who earn more than their husbands
do more housework (Taylor, 2015).
As posited by Kwan (1999), having to balance employment with household
responsibilities complicates women’s schedules and reduces their travel distance options.
As a consequence, women have tighter time budgets that generate complex time-space
constraints during the daytime working hours as opposed to men, who have fewer family
and household obligations.
The division of housework (e.g., household tasks and child care) is considered a powerful
predictor of travel demand, because it reveals the reasons why trips to particular places
are made at certain times (Law, 1999). Therefore, gendered differences in travel can be
seen as a factor of gendered household activity patterns. In this context, Rapino (2011)
posits that if women’s and men’s domestic responsibilities were equal, so would be their
commuting patterns.
Social relations in the job market and workplace
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Women face inequalities in the job market and workplace. Research shows that women
earn less, work in different occupations and industries, and work shorter hours (Madden,
1981), are more likely to work in low-paid service jobs and, in general, experience
various forms of discrimination in the labor market (Taylor, 2015; MacDonald, 1999;
Rosenbloom, 2006). Women, on average, earn less than men and are more likely to be
employed part time. In 2005 women accounted for two-thirds of all part-time U.S.
workers, although only 25% of U.S. working women were employed part time. In
addition, almost 60% of women (of all races) are employed in low paid and intermittent
service-sector jobs, in traditional “female” occupations (Rosenbloom, 2006; Taylor,
2015). It follows that working women are more likely to be below poverty than working
men. And finally, almost 40% of women workers do not have a day-shift job (one in
which at least half of their work hours are between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.). Thus, as
posited by Madden (1981) women´s shorter work trips are affected by their workplace
activities and a discriminatory job market.
Not all women are affected in the same way; there are differences by race and class. For
example, although women of color are as likely to work full-time as White women, they
are more likely to have low-wage service jobs. Working mothers in particular pay a price
in lower wages, reduced lifetime earnings, and minimal pensions because of part-time
and interrupted work (Lorber, 2010).
Inequalities in the job market have negative transportation consequences for women.
MacDonald (1999) explained women’s travel behavior as a factor of their unequal work
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conditions. She argued that: (i) since women tend to hold low-paid, part-time jobs, they
find it harder to justify long commutes, in part due transportation costs; Madden (1981)
made a similar argument: women select jobs closer to their residences because their
lower wage rates and shorter work hours reduce the earnings return to their commuting;
(ii) women are more likely to find employment closer to home because the service sectors
in which they tend to work are more evenly distributed (e.g., retail, education, or health),
or decentralized to cheaper suburban office park locations (closer to suburban women),
reflecting a gendered occupational segmentation (Hanson and Pratt 1995); and (iii)
women’s labor markets are spatially segmented by race, skill level, and gender. In some
occupations and industries, local labor markets operate as “ghettos” of female
employment, providing a concentration of low-wage, female-dominated jobs (Hanson et
al, 1995; England, 1993).
In addition to gender inequalities in the journey to work, there are also racial/ethnic and
income inequalities. The next section looks at these racial/ethnic differences in the
journey to work.
Racial/ethnic inequalities in the journey to work
Residential location factors
Research on “residential location” posits that inequalities in housing markets affect the
journey-to-work. Studies have found that minorities, in particular Blacks, having lower
incomes in general and facing discrimination in the housing market, tend to end up in
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poorer or more affordable neighborhoods in the suburbs, where, as found by Goddard et
al. (2006), journey-to-work trips are longer both in time and distance than in traditional
neighborhoods in the core.
In gentrifying cities like Portland, this means outer neighborhoods and suburbs. Because
of constrained job opportunities in these neighborhoods, in addition to job market
discrimination, minorities tend to have longer journeys to work. In these suburban
neighborhoods minorities suffered from what Soja (2010) calls “distributional
inequalities”, which expresses spatial injustices in the form of lower access to basic
needs, such as access to mass transit. Similarly, Harvey (2010) posits that there are
“territorial injustices”, referring to how the city works as a day to day machine that
produces distributional inequalities. He explains how cities tend to develop concentrically
around a center contributing to create and maintain geographies that proffer greater
advantage to wealthier residents.
Crane (2007) also found that both male and female residents of central cities had shorter
commutes than those who lived in suburban and rural areas. The residential location of
many minority women (especially heads of households) in lower cost neighborhoods that
offer few local employment opportunities may constrain labor force participation to a
narrow range of job types (that are nearby), or employment may entail much longer
commutes for these residents.
Spatial mismatch
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The spatial inequality faced by racial minorities, in particular blacks, has been studied in
depth by John Kain (1968), Manuel Pastor et al. (2015), and others. Soja (2010) posits
that at the local scale it is not uncommon to see Blacks being displaced. He provides a
good example in the form of environmental racism, which refers to the tendency for
Blacks to suffer disproportionately from air and water pollution and the siting of
hazardous or toxic facilities.
Kain (1968) highlighted the difficulties faced by minorities (including women) in
reaching their jobs from the places they lived, which he labeled “spatial mismatch.” His
hypothesis assumes: (i) racial discrimination in housing and in the job market, (ii) limited
public transportation between neighborhoods and job-growth areas, and (iii) that the
demand for labor has shifted from central areas to suburbs (Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist,
1998). The mismatch hypothesis set the stage for much of today’s discussion about
access to opportunity and the journey to work.
Cervero (1989 and 2002) posits that the growing spatial mismatch between job locations
and the place of affordable housing is the cause of many urban problems. His rational
was that because of the jobs-housing imbalance, a growing number of workers were
forced to reside further from their workplaces. Suburbanization has influenced spatial
mismatch, which seems to be the case for low-income and racial minorities in Portland.
Cervero (1989) found that suburbanization led to important changes in commuting
patterns because the suburbs become, in addition to places of trip origins, places of trip
destination. Although one would expect the shift of jobs location to the suburbs to reduce
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the commute distances for suburban residents, this trend, as pointed out by Cervero,
actually contributed to the opposite.
Among the causes of spatial mismatch Cervero (1989 and 2002) identified (i) fiscal
issues: cities tend to prefer high-tax revenues (e.g. commercial or industrial) with low
services demanding; (ii) exclusionary zoning (e.g. minimum land sizes for new housing
permits, restrictions for the supply of affordable housing); (iii) undersupply of housing
alternatives for workers; (iv) high prices of houses and rents that priced out service
workers from the local residential market; (v) the growth in dual wage earner households
and career shifts. At least where couples earn comparable salaries the residential location
choice is less likely to be one-sided in favor of a single spouse; (vi) choices, tastes, and
preferences (Cervero, 2002 and Giuliano and Small, 1993); (vii) lack of regional land-use
planning approaches; and (vii) neighbors’ conflicts (NIMBY): local residents often
believe that more housing (e.g. low-income housing) will result in negative
environmental effects such as more traffic and crime Peng (1997).
It is argued that land-use policies (inclusionary zoning, tax-base sharing, fair sharing
housing programs, regional planning, and incentive base programs) can solve some of the
problems associated to job-housing imbalance (Cervero, 1989). Cervero assumed that the
implementation of these policies could potentially lead to, among other policy outcomes,
increase the provision of affordable housing for workers close to the suburban job
centers. In contrast, Peng (1997) and Giuliano and Small (1993) found that land-use
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policies to balance jobs and housing would have a very limited impact on the overall
commuting patterns in a region.
Income differences in the journey-to-work
This final section under journey-to-work examines the literature on income inequalities
as they affect aspects of the work trip.
Social exclusion
“Social exclusion” is is yet another means by which to assess transportation-related
inequality, and is directly tied to access to transit. It is defined as the inability to
participate in economic, social, and cultural life (Currie, 2011), and is influenced by
personal, institutional, and societal trends. These include lack of income and
employment, poor social support, and lack of access to activities due to both location and
inequalities in access to transport. The term was first used by the French in the early
1970s, referring to the loss of the ability to connect with the services and facilities needed
to fully participate in society (Church et al., 2000).
Social exclusion is often based on a combination of characteristics of individuals (such as
low-income, lacking a car, female, older, younger, disabled, unemployed, racial minority,
or single parent) and external factors (such as urban form and the public transportation
system). In other words, social exclusion is produced by the interaction between land use
patterns, the transportation system and individual circumstances (Currie, 2011).
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Social exclusion is often primarily the result of financial insecurity, as a consequence of
which individuals become ‘locked out’ from the basic resources needed to secure a
reasonable quality of life. Mandanipour et al. (1998) found that social exclusion
embraces a broad set of poverty indicators – such as housing, education, health, and
environmental factors.
“Community-level exclusion,” according to Lucas (2011), occurs where there are spatial
concentrations of individuals experiencing or at risk of social exclusion. This can have
significant additional area-wide effects such as high levels of crime, degraded local
environments and high incidences of public service delivery failure.
Social exclusion and the journey to work
The dimensions and types of social exclusion associated with transportation are
interrelated (see Table 1). Lack of transport is clearly an important factor in social
exclusion, since it can prevent individuals from accessing work as well as other services
(e.g., education or health), and community events (Arriaga and Silva, 2012). According
to Kenyon et al. (2003b) transport-related social exclusion is defined as the process by
which people are prevented from participating in the economic, political and social life of
the community because of reduced accessibility to opportunities, services and social
networks. This is due in whole or in part to insufficient mobility in a society built around
the assumption of high mobility. In addition, as posited by Clifton and Lucas (2004)
public transportation is generally inadequate for meeting the mobility and accessibility
needs of low-income groups.
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Lucas and Currie (2012) found that transport-related social exclusion primarily affects
people who are are living below the poverty line, many of whom are too old or young to
drive. As Davey (2007) found, they therefore rely on walking, public transport and lifts
from others in order to participate in everyday activities. Fritze (2007) showed this to be
the case especially with older adults and young mothers. Poor individuals may also be
excluded from using the transit system for reasons related to its operational or physical
structure. The journey to work becomes particularly difficult for those who experience
social exclusion.
It is important to add that socially excluded people are likely to have low access to the
formal political process as well. As a consequence, as posited by Lucas and Currie (2011)
they are unlikely to be directly involved in formal transportation decision-making, and
might feel alienated and disempowered by the whole public decision-making process.
This in turn affects their ability to affect any changes in their situation (Hodgson and
Turner, 2003).
Social exclusion and transportation disadvantage
A number of researchers have focused on the concept of “transportation disadvantage”
(Currie and Stanley, 2007; Currie, 2004, 2009; Delbosc and Currie, 2011; Lucas and
Currie, 2011; Clifton and Lucas, 2004; Hurni, 2005, 2006, 2007; Hine and Mitchell,
2003; Dodson et al, 2010). Analyzing transportation disadvantage and the journey to
work from the social exclusion perspective allows us to consider the economic and social
consequences of the absence of transport, and thus reflect on the consequences of
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individuals not being able to access jobs and participate in key life-enhancing
opportunities. Indeed, as noted by Lucas and Currie (2011) there has been a move away
from a traditional ‘systems-based’ approach to transportation provision towards a more
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External
environmental barriers
or facilitators, (e.g.,
climate change.
(Murray and Davis,
2001; Currie, 2011)).

Individual barriers or
facilitators, (e.g.,
income, lack of access
to a car,
isolation/proximity,
language, age,
disability).

Institutional barriers or
facilitators

Causes of exclusion

Source: Adapted from Currie (2011).

Dimensions of
exclusion
Income
Unemployment
Political
participation
Access to
services
Social relations
(Gordon et al,
2000).

Groups at risk of
exclusion
Youth
Children
Elderly
Low-income
Disabled
Sick
Geographically
isolated
Poorly
educated
(Murray and
Davis, 2001)
No car access
(Clifton and Lucas,
2004; Currie,
2004)
Women (Dodson,
et al, 2004)
Single parents
(Hurni, 2007)
Ethnic minorities
Unemployed
Students
Parents travelling
with children
Spatial: long trips to access desired locations
Temporal: where people cannot access the locations
they need to at certain times.
Personal: physical limitations / safety concerns
Financial: cost of travel is very high
Environmental: environmental injustice.
Infrastructural: infrastructure create physical barriers
preventing access to services
Institutional: arrangements exclude certain groups
(Wixey et al, 2005).
Physical exclusion: the built environment prevents
access the transportation system
Geographic exclusion: distant areas and poor access
Exclusion to/from facilities: dispersed services make
them difficult to access
Economic exclusion: those with limited access to
transport system face restrictions to find jobs
Time-based exclusion: exacerbates time poverty
Fear-based exclusion: fear of travel in certain places at
certain times
Space exclusion: security might make groups feel
unwelcome (Church et al, 2000)
Spatial: task to access locations increase with distance
Supply: transport services varies between areas
Temporal: supply and demand varies over time
Design: design of transportation stations
Economic: differences in cost/ability to pay (Morgan,
1992)

Types of social exclusion associated with transportation

Table 1: Factors of social exclusion and their relationship to transportation.

Long distance from
home to public
transport services
(Currie, 2011).

Infrequent public
transport service

Heavy or fast traffic

Cost of transport

Concentration of
facilities and services
-especially if
locations are hard to
access by transit, foot
and bicycle

External barriers:

Difficulty in using or
accessing transit.

Lack of access to car
use

Internal barriers:

Barriers to transport

‘activities-based’ perspective, which asks questions about equality of opportunity and
equity of outcome, and begins to raise the issue of redistributive justice.
Where the burden of mobility is too high, being transport disadvantaged can result in less
travel and missed opportunities (Davey, 2007; Fritze, 2007), including jobs, thus
contributing to social exclusion. Blumenberg and Hess (2003), Law (1999), and Hanson
(2010) enumerate a wide variety of other means by which being transport disadvantaged
can contribute to social exclusion.
According to Lucas (2012) both transport and social disadvantages can adversely affect
the ability of poorer people to access opportunities. The main elements related to
conditions of transport disadvantage are limited access to travel (either by public
transport or car), prohibitive transit fare costs, and limited or non-existent information.
The relationships between these types of disadvantage show that a lack of assets can be
worsened by poor transport provision and increasing barriers to access activities, thus
leading to processes of social exclusion. Conditions of social vulnerability force people in
poverty to live in less attractive areas, with limited access to jobs and poor transport
provision.
Individuals who lack access to a car are often referred to as “captive riders” (Rutherford
et al, 1988) because it is assumed they will continue using public transit despite declines
in service. Captive riders are often forced to limit their travel, especially to more distant
jobs and other destinations, and to live in closer-in urban neighborhoods (Mollenkopf et
al., 2005; Lau, 2006), though often they cannot afford it.
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In the U.S. the number of households without cars declined from 20% in 1970 to only
9.2% in 2012. That figure, however, is higher for Portland, where the percentage of
carless households in 2012 was 15.3%, of whom 65.4% were low-income (Sivak, 2014).
Although low-income households have increased their access to cars, they are still overrepresented among car-less households.
According to Tomer (2013), 60% of zero-vehicle households in the top 100 metropolitan
areas in the U.S. have incomes below 80% of the median income for their metropolitan
area. Giuliano (2005) noticed that 22% of poor households in the U.S. have no drivers (a
person having a valid driver’s license), compared to 5% of all households. Similarly, 30%
of poor households have no private vehicle, compared to only 7.7% of all households.
2.5 Explaining inequalities in household-serving trips
This section explores the research on gendered travel behavior and gender socialization,
which is used in later chapters to explain differences in the number, duration, and
distance of household-serving trips among family types. Gender inequalities in the
division of household work not only affect the journey-to-work, but also lead to gender
differences in household-serving trips.
Explanations of gender-related travel differences often rely on feminist concepts such as
‘gender roles’, which illuminated women’s experiences, particularly constraints faced by
mothers of young children and housewives (Tivers, 1985). In this section, theories and
concepts around family structure and gendered travel behavior, gender socialization, and
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the design of the built environment are reviewed with respect to gender differences in
household-serving trips.
Family structure and gendered travel behavior
Family structure is relevant to understanding travel behavior because the number of
adults and children in the household might reveal trip-making needs (Chu et al, 2000).
The most common family structure categories used by transportation researchers are: (i)
single adults living alone; (ii) single parents living with children, but no other adults; (iii)
married couples living together with no others; and (iv) married couples living together
with children (Rosenbloom, 2006; Taylor et al, 2015; Crane, 2007, 2009).

Rosenbloom (2006) found gender differences in travel in every family structure category,
with women making a greater percentage of their trips for shopping and to accommodate
other people than comparable men in similar categories. Also, women in all household
types have shorter average commutes than their male counterparts (Crane, 2007). Table 2
summarizes the findings of empirical studies of gendered travel behavior associated with
family structure.

Table 2: Findings of empirical studies of gendered travel behavior by family structure
Gender differences in travel behavior
•

Women make a greater percentage of trips for shopping and to accommodate other people than
comparable men in similar family categories and are more likely to “chain trips” together particularly
women with children (McGuking & Nakamoto, 2005; DeLuca, 2011; Taylor et al, 2015;
Rosenbloom, 2006; Crane, 2007).
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•

Women in all household types have shorter average commutes than their male counterparts (Crane,
2007)

•

Women with young children owned more cars, traveled longer distances, made more trip-chaining,
and carpooled to/from work with household members more frequently than women without children
Goddard et al, (2006).

•

Married women living with a spouse have the longest commute among women

•

Married men living with wives and children have the longest commute among men.

•

Married men have longer commutes than single men and married women have shorter trips than
single women (Crane, 2009).

•

Single parents make more trips, trip-link more often than married parents of either sex

•

Single mothers make more trips solely to chauffeur their children, make more of their total trips to
serve passengers, make a greater percentage of their trips for shopping and personal business, and
make lower trips for social purposes than single fathers (Rosenbloom, 2006).

•

Women make more trips per day than men, though shorter (time and distance) (Rosenbloom, 2006;
Crane, 2009).

•

Women are more likely to bring a vehicle to work to take their children to daycare or school (Taylor
et al, 2015).

•

Single women with no children made more child/house-serving trips as similar men (Taylor et al,
2015).

Gender socialization
Couples typically divide up the housework based on gender ideologies, which are beliefs
about the appropriate roles and behaviors of men and women. This approach sees “gender
roles” as the primary determinant of the division of work, assigning females to “women's
work” and males to “men's work”. Couples who hold more egalitarian attitudes tend to
have a more balanced division of household labor (Davis, et al., 2007, 2009); although
research shows that even well-educated women who work with unemployed or under-
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employed male partners do more house-work than their partners. Taylor et al., (2015)
found that the role and influence of gender ideology is remarkably strong in explaining
why women (even single childless women) made more child-serving and grocery
shopping trips as men.
These finding are important with respect to this study because they show the relationship
between gendered activity patterns and travel behavior.

Role of the built environment

Law (1999) posits that gendered travel is influenced by both gendered norms of household
responsibilities (which are overlaid on temporal rhythms of childcare and domestic work)
and the built environment (e.g., spatial patterns of segregated land-uses, inflexible service
hours, and minimal public transport), which generate time-space constraints (due for
example to safety issues) that restrict women’s mobility, especially mothers.

Living in dense, accessible, compact and mixed land use communities, as posited by Crane
(2007), Rosenbloom (2006), Handy (2004), and Kwan (1999), would benefit women with
children, because a built environment designed in a way that the necessary destinations
(e.g., schools, stores, day care) are close to home can make it easier for women to conduct
their everyday lives. The rationale is that proximity to destinations would make travel
easier for women by reducing the distance to take care of their household responsibilities.
Further, Rosenbloom (2006) posits that if communities were designed so that walking and
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transit were safe and adequate, dependent children could get to where they need to go by
themselves, reducing the burden on women to chauffeur them. The reduced need for
driving would save women time and money and increase their flexibility.
The next chapter lays out the research design for this dissertation.

It presents the

research questions, hypotheses, and theories that are drawn on to support the hypotheses.
It also introduces the data and variables used in the study and describes the methods of
analysis.
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Chapter 3. Research Design: Questions Hypotheses, Data and Methodology
This chapter presents the research questions and hypotheses that form the core of this
study, followed by a discussion of the data and variables used in the study. A
shortcoming of the data sets will be highlighted. The chapter ends with an overview of
the methods of analysis applied to the data sets.
3.1 Research questions and hypotheses
As outlined in the introduction, this dissertation seeks to understand how socially and
economical disadvantaged groups in Portland have been affected by neoliberal transit
policies and decisions. Research questions are organized around inequalities in three key
areas:
1) Access to public transit
2) Journey-to work (by race/ethnicity, class and gender)
3) Household-serving” trips (by gender among family types)

Inequalities in access to public transit
The first research question, looking at access to transit over two decades in metropolitan
Portland, asks: What has been the effect of neoliberalism on access to public transit?
Two hypotheses are tested in answering this question:
Hypothesis 1: Impoverished-dependent riders (i.e., transit riders who are too poor
to own a car) will become more “transportation-disadvantaged” over time than
choice-dependent riders – i.e., they will have fewer transit routes available, lower
frequency of service, more distant transit stations, and longer and lengthier trips.
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This hypothesis is consistent with the outcome expected from the “urban growth
machine” thesis (discussed in the introduction and literature review). In the competition
to grow the city, elites focus on improving the core where returns and profits are high and
they can benefit from the resulting rise in rents. However, these rising rents cause lowincome individuals to seek housing elsewhere, which is most often in a transit-poor, outer
neighborhood or suburb. And thus it happens in a growing city like Portland, with an
active growth machine focused on the core, that impoverished-dependent riders become
more transportation-disadvantaged over time as they end up living in transit-poor
suburbs.
Hypothesis 2: Low-income individuals will increasingly be forced to own a car
(“forced car ownership”) since an increasing share will be living in places with
lower access to transit.
Fred Block’s theory of the capitalist state leads one to predict such an outcome. To
maintain a healthy business climate, government bureaucrats (including transportation
planners), agency heads, and other “state managers” are reluctant to extend the state’s
role because it would increase the tax burden on businesses. They will be reluctant to
expand bus service within low-income communities on the periphery of the city, as this
would increase the state’s role as well as the tax burden on businesses, creating a less
friendly business climate. Since a growing share of low-income individuals in Portland
are now living in these transit-poor neighborhoods on the outskirts of the city, more will
be forced to purchase a car in order to get around (“forced car-ownership”).
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Both of these hypotheses are also the expected result of neoliberal policies, the workings
of which are discussed in detail in the introduction and literature review, with the
example of Chicago.

Inequality in the Journey-to work

Understanding differences in the journey-to-work – by race/ethnicity as well as income –
can offer important insights into inequality around job accessibility. This study therefore
explores the research question: How do gender, race/ethnicity, and income inequality
affect the journey-to-work in Portland? Three hypotheses are tested:
Hypothesis 3 (Gender): Due to unequal social relations in the household and
inequalities in the job market, the journey-to-work will be shorter for women than
for men.
Research and theories on “social relations in the household” support this hypothesis,
explaining in detail how women must coordinate dual roles as housewives and wage
earners, and how shorter work trips enable them to coordinate their many activities
(MacDonald, 1999). Other research supporting Hypothesis 3 focuses on inequalities in
the job market and finds that women, who tend to hold low-paid, part-time jobs in the
service sectors, earn less, and work shorter hours, are more likely to seek employment
closer to home to reduce time spent travelling (MacDonald, 1999; Madden, 1981).
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Hypothesis 4 (Race/Ethnicity): Given that minorities tend to live in lower-cost
isolated neighborhoods with few local employment opportunities, the journey-towork will be longer for minorities than anyone else.
This hypothesis is consistent with “residential location” research, which has found that
minorities, in particular Blacks – who tend to live in lower-cost isolated neighborhoods
with few local employment opportunities nearby – must seek and take jobs farther from
their homes than whites, in part due to scarcity of employment opportunities near where
they live.
Hypothesis 5 (Class): The journey-to-work distance will be shorter for lowincome individuals than for everyone else, since they tend to seek and obtain lowpaying jobs close to home (typically a low-income neighborhood).
This hypothesis draws on research on the relationship between journey-to-work and class,
which has found that low-income individuals in general travel shorter distances to work
due to lower levels of mobility than those with higher incomes. Much of this research
was described in the literature review. Lucas (2012), for example, shows how such lack
of mobility is associated with social exclusion, since the poor cannot reach opportunities
due to lack of a car or sometimes even the means to afford transit. In their research on
residential choice, Doyle et al. (2000) found that low income individuals are often
restricted to low-income neighborhoods (which have a large share of low-paying jobs).
This seems to hold true in metropolitan Portland with the increase in low-income
individuals living in low-income neighborhoods in the outskirts of the city. This furthers
their social exclusion.
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Inequalities in “household-serving” trips
A third focus of this dissertation is on inequality in household-serving trips by gender.
The research question here is: How do household-serving trips vary by gender in
Portland? Just one hypothesis is tested here:
Hypothesis 6: Women in general – whether single, married, with children, or
childless – will make more household-serving trips than men.
This is the expected outcome of the body of theories around “gender socialization,”
which posit that gender roles are the primary determinants of the division of work.
Women are assigned to “women's work” and men to “men's work.” The consequence of
such a strong division of roles is that women in general make more child-serving and
grocery shopping trips (i.e., “women’s work”) than men.

3.2 Data Sources
The following data sources were used for this study:
•

The 1994 Portland Housing Activity and Travel Survey (POTAS)

•

The 2011 Oregon Travel and Activity Survey (OTAS)

•

U.S. Census Bureau Data

•

Regional Land Information System (RLIS)

Each of these data sources is described in the sections below.
1994 Portland Household Activity and Travel Survey (POTAS)
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The 1994 Portland Household Activity and Travel Survey (POTAS) was conducted by
the Portland Metropolitan Services District. Of the 7,090 households recruited for the
survey, 4,451 households (a total of 9,471 individuals) returned completed and usable
surveys. Each household was assigned two consecutive travel days to record in a diary
the activities for all household members. The travel days assigned to households were
varied to capture data representing the seven days of the week, and to explore
individuals’ travel behavior and activity patterns.
Data was collected at the household, person, activity/travel, and vehicle levels. A random
probability sample of telephone numbers was purchased, from which households were
recruited in each geographic strata (as a consequence it might be that low-income
households were under-represented). Data collection for the survey included the
following steps: (1) recruitment of household by telephone; (2) mailing survey packets to
participating households; (3) reminder calls to participating households on the day before
their designated travel days; and (4) retrieval of data via telephone interviews after the
second designated travel day.
The analysis was restricted to individuals older than 18 years from three counties in the
Portland metro area (Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington), resulting in a sample of
2,981 households and 6,642 individuals. To make the data comparable to that of the
OTAS (2011), the 1,073 households from Columbia and Yamhill Counties were
excluded. Saturdays and Sundays were omitted from the analysis. In addition, one of the
two days for which data was recorded was randomly selected. To facilitate the analysis,
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the files were reorganized in such a way that the household, travel and activity
information were combined into the person file.
2011 Oregon Travel and Activity Survey (OTAS)
The OTAS (2011) was conducted between 2009 and 2011 among 18,000 households by
the Oregon Modelling Steering Committee to explore individuals’ travel behavior and
activity patterns. It includes household, individual, vehicle, activity, and trip information.
Questions were asked on a designated travel day (24 hours: starting at 3:00 a.m.) and
participants were asked to keep a diary of their travel and activities. Participants in the
survey were taken from a list of household addresses randomly selected to ensure
participation from across Oregon. Households with listed phone numbers were contacted
by phone (individuals older than 16 were interviewed). Those households without a listed
phone were contacted by mail. As with the POTAS survey, the analysis was restricted to
individuals older than 18 years from 4,800 households in three counties in the Portland
metro area (Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington) resulting in a sample of 8,818
individuals. 1,650 households from Clark County in the adjacent state of Washington
were excluded.
U.S. Census Bureau Data
U.S. Census Bureau data was analyzed via Social Explorer. Specific datasets include the
2000 Census, 2010 Census, and 2009-2013 American Community Survey (ACS).
Regional Land Information System (RLIS)
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Data from Portland Metro’s Regional Land Information System (RLIS) was used to get
data on the MAX light rail and bus network, including frequencies and stop locations, for
the periods of 2011 and 1997. The 1997 GIS file, the earliest available, was provided by
TriMet, the regional transportation authority. While 1997 data doesn't correlate exactly
with the 1994 survey data, it is close enough for the purposes of this analysis.
3.3 Variables and methods of analysis
Both the variables and methods of analysis used in the study are organized around the
three key inequality issues examined in this study:
1) Changes in access to public transit
2) Differences in journey-to work (by race, income and gender)
3) Differences in “household-serving” trips (by gender among family types)
Changes in access to public transit
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables (see Table 3) used in the study were created based on the OTAS
(2011), the POTAS (1994) surveys, and the Regional Land Information System (RLIS).
Variables were of two types: travel behavior variables and access-to-public transit
variables.
•

Travel behavior variables included transport mode, number of trips, trip distance,
travel time, and other variables.

•

Access-to-public transit variables included distance to public transit stops, number
of unique transit service lines with stops within 500m of respondents’ homes
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(MAX, Streetcar (STC) and buses), and frequent bus service (only available for
the OTAS 2011 since it was not available in 1994). Although the consideration of
frequency and diversity of routes strengthened the measures of access to public
transit, to go beyond distance to transit from respondents’ homes, results should
be interpreted with a caveat because it is difficult to conclude whether the transit
service connects with the right destination at the desired time. There are other
aspects to consider as well, such as reliability, safety, quality, cost of travel (fares
and time), or effects of trip-chaining (Clifton and Lucas, 2004; Kwan, 1999;
Currie 2011).

Table 3: Dependent variables in the study
Dependent Variables
Description and Measurement
Transport mode
Public transit (Max light rail, bus), car, bicycling and
walking.
Number of transit
Share of riders making transfer.
transfers
Number of trips
Average number of daily trips
Day trip distance
Distance to work
Travel time
Distance to nearest
transit station
Unique transit route
choices
Unique frequent route
choices

Average distance travelled per day
Average distance from home to work location
Average travel time
Average distance to the nearest bus or MAX light rail
stop, from each of the respondents’ households
Average number of unique transit routes within a 500
meters radius from each of the respondents’ households
Average number of unique frequent transit routes within
a 500 meters radius from respondents’ households

Source
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994
OTAS 2011
RLIS 2011 &
1997
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994
RLIS 2011 &
1997
OTAS 2011 &
POTAS 1994

Sources: OTAS, 2011; POTAS, 1994; RLIS, 1997 and 2011.

The number of unique transit service lines measures the availability of different route
choices within a 500-meter radius from each respondent’s household. The number of
unique “frequent service” lines measures the availability of frequent service routes within
a 500-meter radius from each respondent’s household. See Table 3 for a full list and
description of dependent variables.
Independent Variables
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The independent variables were created using data from the OTAS (2011) and POTAS
(1997) surveys (see Table 4).

Table 4: Independent variables in the study
Independent Variables
Description
Source & measurement
Disabled Dependent
No vehicle in the household (HH)
OTAS 2011 (n=115)
Adults
POTAS 1994 (n=41)
Physical disability
Impoverished Dependent
No vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=127)
Adults
POTAS 1994 (n=72)
At or below 150% federal poverty line*
Choice Dependent
No vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=150)
No driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=196)
Adults
Above poverty
Disabled Disadvantaged
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=144)
No driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=43)
Adults
Physical disability
Impoverished Disadvantaged
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=68)
No driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=27)
Adults
At or below 150% federal poverty line
Choice Disadvantaged
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=175)
No driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=172)
Adults
Above poverty
Disabled Mobile
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=433)
Driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=96)
Adults
Physical disability
Impoverished Mobile
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=617)
Driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=384)
Adults
At or below 150% federal poverty line
Choice Mobile
Vehicle in the HH
OTAS 2011 (n=6,970)
Driver license
POTAS 1994 (n=6,642)
Adults
Above poverty
Sources: OTAS (2011) and POTAS (1997) *Poverty guidelines are a federal poverty measure issue
each year by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

The nine “mobility groups” in this study (see Figure 1 and Table 5) were used as
independent variables. To define these mobility groups, survey respondents were first
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separated by vehicle ownership: those who lived in households with at least one vehicle,
and those who did not. Those owning vehicles were then classified by possession or lack
of possession of a valid driver’s license. The next step was to sort respondents based on
possible explanations for their dependence – i.e., disadvantage or disability.
They were sorted by whether or not they had a disability that limited the ability to travel
(i.e., has such disability vs. does not have) and if they had no such disability, they were

Table 5: Mobility group characteristics
(i) Disabled Dependent:
(iv) Disabled Disadvantaged:
• No vehicle in the
• Vehicle in the HH
Household (HH)
• No driver license
• Adults
• Adults
• Physical disability
• Physical disability
(ii) Impoverished Dependent:
(v) Impoverished Disadvantaged:
• No vehicle in the HH
• Vehicle in the HH
• Adults
• No driver license
• At or below 150%
• Adults
federal poverty line*
• At or below 150% federal
(iii) Choice Dependent:
poverty line
• No vehicle in the HH
(vi) Choice Disadvantaged:
• Adults
• Vehicle in the HH
• Above Poverty
• No driver license
• Adults
• Above poverty
Source: Based on Dill et al. (2014).

(vii) Disabled Mobile:
• Vehicle in the HH
• Driver license
• Adult
• Physical disability
(viii) Impoverished Mobile:
• Vehicle in the HH
• Driver license
• Adult
• At or below 150%
federal poverty line
(ix) Choice Mobile:
• Vehicle in the HH
• Driver license
• Adult
• Above poverty

sorted by income level to identify whether they were disadvantaged (non-disabled at or
below 150% of federal poverty level [disadvantaged] vs. non-disabled and above 150%
of federal poverty level). The nine mobility groups also distinguished between car drivers
and public transit users, and both (drivers and transit users) were separated into “choice”
or “non-choice”.
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Figure 1. Mobility groups’ conceptualization chart

“Choice” individuals are those with enough income to own a car but who opt to use
transit and not own a car ("choice riders"), or those with enough income to own a car who
choose to drive a car (“choice drivers”). “Non-choice” individuals are those who rely on
public transit because they cannot afford to own a car, or individuals at or below poverty
who drive a car (forced car owners). In addition, socio-demographic variables were used
as controllers (e.g., household size, age, race, etc.).
Income Categories
Three income categories were defined for this study: low-income, middle-income and
high-income, according to the 2013 population survey annual social and economic
supplement (Renwick et al., 2014). The measure of poverty used in the study to define
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“low-income” is 150% of the federal poverty guidelines for the years 1993 and 2010.
These guidelines are issued each year by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS). The reason for using 150% was to increase the sample size of socially
disadvantaged groups.

Methods of Analysis for Assessing Access to Transit

ArcMAP 10.1 was used to develop the accessibility to public transit measures. Access
distance to public transit stops was calculated based on the mean distance from each
household address to the nearest bus stop or MAX light rail station. First, the ‘Near’
analysis tool was used to measure the nearest distance to public transit stops (MAX,
Streetcar (STC), buses) from each respondent’s household address. (Respondents from
OTAS (2011) and the POTAS (1994) surveys were asked to provide their home address).
Second the ‘Buffer’ analysis tool was used to create a 500-meter buffer around each of
the respondent’s households and a ‘Spatial Join’ analysis tool to identify: (i) the number
of unique bus, STC, and MAX light rail transit routes within the buffer area; and (ii) the
number of unique frequent bus, STC, and MAX light rail transit routes. These two
additional variables were created due to the limitations of measuring accessibility to
public transit only through distance to transit stations (Clifton and Lucas, 2004; Kwan,
1999). These additional variables strengthened the measures of access to public transit by
households. They also provided information about the availability of different route
choices, and thus potential access to a diverse array of destinations. Together, these
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variables served as an indicator of transit access from home. These measures were
calculated using data from RLIS 2013 and 1997 and the OTAS (2011) and POTAS
(1994) surveys.

Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the mean differences
among mobility groups on the dependent variables. Also, a multiple regression analysis
with analysis of interaction was conducted to assess the relationships between mobility
groups (independent variables) and access to transit and travel behavior variables
(dependent variables) in the two periods of time.

Differences in journey-to work by race, class and gender
Dependent Variables
Table 6 shows the dependent variables used in this study.
Table 6: Dependent variables for the journey-to-work analysis
Dependent Variables
Description and Measurement
Transport mode to work
Public transit: Max light rail and bus, car, bicycling, and
walking
Trip distance to work
Average linear distance from home to work
Travel time to work

Average travel time from home to work and vice-versa

Source
POTAS 1994
2011 OTAS
POTAS 1994
2011 OTAS
POTAS 1994
2011 OTAS

Sources: POTAS (1994); OTAS (2011)

Independent Variables
The independent variables (see Table 7) were created using data from the OTAS (2011)
and POTAS (1994) surveys. Due to a lack of similar variables between the two analyzed
surveys, such as education level and occupation, for comparative reasons the social class
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variables were defined based on income according to the 2013 population survey annual
social and economic supplement (Renwick et al., 2014).
For the creation of the class variables, survey respondents were first separated by
employment status (since the focus of this study is the journey-to-work): the two statuses
were those employed (either part-time or full-time), and those who were not employed,
and thus were not considered in the analysis. The next step was to categorize employed
respondents into social classes, based on their annual income. As mentioned earlier, the
measure of poverty used here to define the “low-income class” was 150% of the federal
poverty guidelines for the years 1993 and 2010. These guidelines are issued each year by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The reason for using 150%
was to increase the sample size of socially disadvantaged groups; otherwise the sample
was too small.
Table 7: Independent variables for the journey-to-work analysis
Independent Variables
Description and Measurement
Individual economic &
demographic attributes
Gender
Male and female
Working status

Part-time or full-time workers

Number of jobs

Number of jobs

Housing tenure

Owned/mortgaged, rented

Size of household

Number of People in Household

Poverty

Poverty150% federal poverty line

The number of cars
in the household.
County of residence

Number of vehicles in the household

Race/ethnicity

White, Black, Latino,

Low-income

At or below the 150% poverty line

Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington

Source

2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
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Middle-income

Between 25th-75th percentile (1994=$30,000-$59,000,
2011= $50,000-$99,000).

High-income

25th percentile (1994= $60,000 and higher;
2011=$99,000 and higher)
Sources: POTAS, (1994); OTAS, (2011)

2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS
2011, OTAS
1994, POTAS

Methods of analysis for assessing differences in journey-to-work

The journey-to-work variable considers trips from “home” to a fixed “work” location and
also from “work to home”. Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to
compare the mean differences among racial groups and social class categories on the
journey-to-work (travel time and travel distance). Multiple regression with analysis of
interaction was used to analyze the effects of gender combined with class and race on the
journey-to-work - in other words, to see if the effects of class and race on distance to
work and travel time depended on gender.

Differences in “household-serving” trips by gender among family types
Dependent variables
Table 8 shows the dependent variables for travel behavior used in the study.
Table 8: Dependent variables for the household-serving trips analysis
Dependent
Description and Measurement
Variables
Travel mode
Public transit: Max light rail and bus, car, bicycling, and walking
Number of trips
Average number of trips by purpose (house-serving, work-related, and
discretionary)
Trip distance
Average trip distance
Travel time
Average travel time
Trip purpose categories
Work-related
Trips from “home to a work fixed location” and the other way around as
well as “work related” trips (e.g. attending a meeting). This category
includes “stops” along the way for the following purposes: i) change mode
of transportation, and ii) “other” (i.e. trips to school).
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Household-

This category includes: i) drop off/pick up passengers from car, routine
shopping (e.g. groceries), major shopping (e.g. electronics or household
serving trips
repairs) and household errands (e.g. going to the dry cleaning). These trips
were made 1) on the way to work, 2) home-based trips (directly from home),
and include 3) change mode of transportation, and 4) “other” (trips to school,
personal business, etc.). These Household-maintenance trips serve to
operationalize ‘gendered travel’, following Taylor (2015).
Discretionary
This category includes “stops” along the way for the following purposes: i)
eat meal outside home, civic/religious activities, outdoor and indoor
recreation/entertainment, visits friends and relatives, athletic events, rest
and relaxation, hobbies, amusements (at home and outside home), formal
and casual entertaining, and culture; ii) change mode of transportation; and
iii) “other” (trips to school, personal business, etc.).
Sources: Sources: POTAS, (1994); OTAS, (2011); RLIS, (1997 and 2012).

Following Taylor (2015) house-serving trips will serve to operationalize ‘gendered
travel’. The trip purpose categories used by Golob and McNally (1996) were adapted to
conduct the analysis. The independent variables used in the study are shown in Table 9.
Both type of variables were created using data from the OTAS (2011) and POTAS (1994)
surveys. A typology of four family categories was developed: i) adults living alone, ii)
adult couples without children, iii) couples with children and iv) single parents, leading to
a final sample size of 12, 282 individuals.
Independent Variables
Table 9 shows the independent variables used in the study.
Table 9: Independent variables for the household-serving trips analysis
Independent Variables
Description and Measurement
Socio-economic attributes
Gender
Male and female
Employment
Number of employed individuals
Number of jobs

Number of jobs per person

Housing tenure

Owned/mortgaged, rented

Size of household

Number of people in household

Lower-income

Those below the 150% federal poverty line
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Number of automobiles in the
household.
County of residence
Race/ethnicity
Family Type
Individuals living alone
Adult individuals living alone
Couples with no children
Couples with children
Single parents

Number of vehicles in the household
Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington
White, Black, Latino,

Adult couples (partners/married) with no children and no
more adults living in the household
Adult couples (partners/married) with children and no
more adults living in the household
Adult single parents (male and female) living with no
more adults in the household

Sources: POTAS, (1994); OTAS, (2011).

Methods of Analysis
The main method of analysis used in examining differences in household-serving trips
was regression with analysis of interaction. The interaction effect analyzes the effect of
two independent variables on a dependent variable. This approach allows one to identify
any combined effects of two independent variables. If there is a significant interaction, it
indicates that, overall, the effect of one independent variable depends on the level of the
other independent variable.
A systemic problem: minority under-representation in the travel surveys
During the course of the research, it was discovered that the travel activity surveys in
both periods of time under-represented Black and Latino populations. In some cases
there were not enough responses to be able to make statistically significant conclusions
about specific questions. Karner and Niemeier (2013) assert that under-representation of
minorities in data used for modeling illustrates deficiencies in the transportation planning
process. Flawed travel demand models used to assess the effects of plans on protected
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populations end up limiting the mitigation of adverse impacts on those populations (i.e.
low-income people, people of color, and transit-dependent individuals). They further
found that policy recommendations generally lack specificity and are rarely enforceable
and thus transportation outcomes still show disparities on the basis of race and class.
Given the problems with survey data, they recommend that transportation agencies shift
from traditional methodological approaches (such as aggregate, four-step, travel-demand
models) to more advanced methods, and define a priori target populations based on
demographic thresholds for areal units rather than on the basis of exposure, if they really
want to identify and mitigate racially disparities. They concluded that a meaningful
transportation equity analysis would necessarily include an assessment of both current
and near-term conditions and provide racially specific outcomes, while seeking to
mitigate inequities through programming decisions.
In the next chapter, the hypotheses put forth in this study are tested using the statistical
analyses described above. Each hypothesis draws on one or more relevant theories as
discussed in depth in the literature review.
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Chapter 4. Analysis
This chapter presents an analysis of the data to test a set of research hypotheses around
the three essential transportation inequality issues: 1) Access to public transit; 2) Journeyto work; and 3) “Household-serving” trips.
4.1 Analyzing access to public transit
The analysis in this section is based on the following research question and hypotheses:
Research Question: What has been the effect of neoliberalism on access to public transit?
Hypothesis 1: Impoverished-dependent riders (i.e., transit riders who are too poor
to own a car) will become more “transportation-disadvantaged” over time than
choice-dependent riders – i.e., they will have fewer transit routes available, lower
frequency of service, more distant transit stations, and longer and lengthier trips.
Hypothesis 2: Low-income individuals will increasingly be forced to own a car
(“forced car ownership”) since an increasing share will be living in places with
lower access to transit.

To answer this question and test the hypotheses, changes in access to public
transportation between 1994 and 2011 are assessed for two of the nine mobility groups:
“choice dependent” (choice riders) and “impoverished-dependent” (transit-dependent) to
see whether transit-dependent riders (who are necessarily low income and do not own a
car) have lost access to public transit relative to choice riders (individuals above poverty
who choose to use public transit rather than owning a car). In addition, an analysis of
forced-car ownership is conducted to assess whether, over this same period of time, a
higher share of “impoverished mobile” individuals have been forced to own a car. The
travel behavior (including trip distance and travel time) of both “impoverished mobile”
and “choice mobile” groups is compared to assess differences among those two groups.
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Before testing the first hypotheses, an analysis was conducted to see whether and how
access to public transit has varied between the two periods studied among all “mobility
groups.” It was expected that, as neoliberal ideology would predict, access to bus
transportation would decrease over that period of time for all mobility groups, due to cuts
in funding for bus transit following the logic of monetary efficiency.
As hypothesized, a regression with analysis of interaction between time period and
mobility groups (see Tables 10 and 11) showed that all groups lost access to bus transit
between 1994 and 2011: they had fewer unique transit lines within 500 meters from
home, and these stops were further from home.

Table 10: Number of unique public transit routes within 500 meters from home regressed on years
1994 and 2011
B
S.E.
Significance.
(Constant)
1.580
0.066
0.000
1994 * Disabled Dependent

15.225

0.8598

0.000

1994 * Impoverished Dependent

15.573

0.6502

0.000

1994 * Choice Dependent

12.420

0.3976

0.000

1994 * Disabled Disadvantaged

0.397

0.8396

0.637

1994 * Impoverished Disadvantaged

7.865

1.0584

0.000

1994 * Choice Impoverished

1.449

0.4237

0.001

1994 * Disabled Mobile

2.274

0.5641

0.000

1994 * Impoverished Mobile

1.584

0.2878

0.000

1994 * Choice Mobile

1.180

0.0986

0.000

2011 * Disabled Dependent

2.534

0.5183

0.000

2011 * Impoverished Dependent

3.223

0.4915

0.000

2011 * Choice Dependent

4.480

0.453

0.000

2011 * Disabled Disadvantaged

0.163

0.4621

0.724

2011 * Impoverished Disadvantaged

0.729

0.6689

0.276

2011 * Choice Impoverished

0.156

0.4213

0.711

2011 * Disabled Mobile

0.409

0.2722

0.134
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2011 * Impoverished Mobile
0.425
2011 * Choice Mobile
Reference
Dependent Variable: number of unique transit service lines

0.2306
.

0.065
.

Model: (Intercept), year 2011 * Mobility Group
R Square .116. Number of cases: 15,391
Table 11: Distance to nearest public transit station from home regressed on years 1994 and
2011
B
S.E.
Sig.
Meters
(Constant)
3786.753
112.5786
0.000
1154.2
1994 * Disabled Dependent

-3425.734

1467.6343

0.020

110.0

1994 * Impoverished Dependent

-3438.225

1109.9603

0.002

106.2

1994 * Choice Dependent

-3254.891

678.6708

0.000

162.1

1994 * Disabled Disadvantaged

-2377.245

1433.3025

0.097

429.6

1994 * Impoverished Disadvantaged

-861.848

1806.7213

0.633

891.5

1994 * Choice Impoverished

-1473.153

723.2527

0.042

705.2

1994 * Disabled Mobile

-713.266

962.9005

0.459

936.8

1994 * Impoverished Mobile

-100.987

491.2228

0.837

1123.4

1994 * Choice Mobile

-1065.475

168.3115

0.000

829.4

2011 * Disabled Dependent

-1845.706

884.7498

0.037

591.6

2011 * Impoverished Dependent

-2301.650

839.0186

0.006

452.7

2011 * Choice Dependent

-2808.017

773.2762

0.000

298.3

2011 * Disabled Disadvantaged

-776.064

788.8871

0.325

917.7

2011 * Impoverished Disadvantaged

-1213.089

1141.8133

0.288

784.5

2011 * Choice Impoverished

-1610.542

719.1854

0.025

663.3

2011 * Disabled Mobile

-770.418

464.6471

0.097

919.4

2011 * Impoverished Mobile

-510.702

393.6534

0.195

998.5

2011 * Choice Mobile

Reference

.

.

Dependent Variable: Nearest distance to transit stop from home in 1994 and 2011
Model: (Intercept), year2011 * Mobility Group
R Square 0.006

Changes in the number of bus transit lines, as predicted by the neoliberal effect argument,
are partially explained by the consolidation of bus lines - from 118 in 1997 to 79 in 2015
- a 33% change (Selinger, 2015). In addition, McKenzie (2013) found that levels of
transit access declined for neighborhoods of black and Latino concentration in Portland
between 2000 and 2009. Perhaps this contributes to explaining why commuting by transit
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in the Portland metro area declined for both Latinos (from 12.4% to 10.4%) and Blacks
(from 19.4% to 15.5%), between 2000 and 2012 whereas for Whites it remained stable at
a 6.8% rate (see Table 13).

So despite expansions of rail transit service between 1994 and 2011 (MAX light rail added
38 miles, the Westside Express Service rail (WES) added 14.7 miles in 2009, and the
streetcar added 8.8 miles (Sellinger, 2015)), the bus system actually diminished its number
of bus lines.

In addition, in the early 2000’s a frequent service bus network was established, after
which TriMet concentrated a larger share of resources on those routes with the best
productivity in terms of ridership and efficiency, such as those providing access to hightech firms, located along Portland’s rail corridor (Mayer, 2005). And last, in large part
caused by the 2007 recession, TriMet had to cut several additional bus routes from 20092012 (Selinger, 2015; McKenzie, 2013). These findings are similar to those of Anbinder
(2015) who found that as measured by “annual vehicle revenue miles” in the Portland
metro area bus service mileage was reduced between 2006 and 2012 by more than 10%.

Testing Hypothesis 1: “Choice dependent” vs. “Impoverished dependent”

The first hypothesis related to the question of public transit access posits that access will
have improved during the period studied for “choice-dependent” riders (non-poor
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individuals who choose to use transit rather than owning a car) relative to “impoverisheddependent” riders (who cannot afford a car). This hypothesis draws on the city-as-growth
machine concept, which would predict that rents would rise in transit-rich central areas –
the areas that are the focus of so much investment for growth machine actors. This makes
housing affordability an issue for low-income residents, leading them to move to outer
neighborhoods and suburbs with lower access to transit. Therefore, the analysis below
tests whether impoverished-dependent individuals in Portland were worse off over time
in terms of access to transit relative to choice-dependent individuals. This means they
would have lower frequency of service, fewer transit routes available, and transit stations
would be farther from home.

Results of the spatial analysis of access to public transit for the two periods of time are
presented in Tables 12-14. An ANOVA analysis shows the number of unique transit lines
available and the mean distance from the respondents’ households to the nearest public
transit station, either MAX light rail or bus in the two studied periods. For 2011, it also
shows the average number of unique frequent service lines.
Unsurprisingly, as expected by the workings of the growth machine, access to public transit
among the two Dependent groups switched in the two periods of time. In 1994 the
Impoverished-Dependent group had better access to public transit than the ChoiceDependent. They had closer access to transit stations (106 m. vs. 162 m.) and access to
more unique transit routes (17 routes vs. 14).
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Table 12: Number of transit lines per Mobility Group in years 1994 and 2011
Number of unique transit service lines
1994
Mobility Groups
N
Mean
Impoverished Dependent
72
17.15***
Choice Dependent
196
14.00***
% total Sample
6639
3.40***
2011
Mobility Groups
N
Mean
Impoverished Dependent
127
4.80***
Choice Dependent
150
6.06***
% total Sample
8799
1.79***
Source: POTAS 1994 and OTAS 2011.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001;

But their relative degree of access to public transit reversed in 2011, so that the
Impoverished-Dependent group now had worse access to transit that Choice-Dependent.

Table 13: Number of frequent service lines per Mobility Group in 2011
Number of unique frequent service lines
2011
Mobility Groups
N
Mean
Impoverished
127
1.79
Dependent
Choice Dependent
150
1.93
% total Sample
8799
0.49
Source: POTAS 1994 and OTAS 2011.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

They now had a longer distance from home to transit stops than Choice-Dependent
individuals (452 m. vs. 298 m.), and access to fewer unique transit lines within 500
meters from home (4.8 vs. 6.1).
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Table 14: Distance to nearest transit stop from home per Mobility Group in years 1994 and 2011
Average distance to nearest transit stop from home
1994
Mobility Groups
N
Mean (meters)
Impoverished
72
106.2
Dependent
Choice Dependent
196
162.1
% total Sample
6639
810.5
2011
Mobility Groups
N
Mean (meters)
Impoverished
127
452.7
Dependent
Choice Dependent
150
298.3
% total Sample
8799
1,082.9
Source: POTAS 1994 and OTAS 2011.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

In addition, Tables 13-14 showed that in 2011, choice-dependent riders not only had access
to a greater variety of unique transit routes that were closer to home, but they also enjoyed
access to more frequent transit lines within 500 m. from home (1.9) than their disabled and
poor Dependent counterparts (who had access to 1.8 and 1.4 lines, respectively). Analysis
of access to transit frequent service was only conducted for 2011 because frequent service
was not provided in 1994.

Testing Hypothesis 2: The case of forced car-ownership

The second and final hypothesis in this section is related to transit access indirectly. It
suggests that ‘forced’ car ownership will increase for low-income individuals between
the two periods studied. Forced car ownership can be seen as a by-product of having
poor access to transit. One would thus expect poor individuals, living farther from urban
centers in transit-poor neighborhoods, to increasingly become ‘forced’ car owners. In
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fact, Fred Block’s state theory, as discussed in the literature review, would predict such
an outcome, since public officials and transportation planners have no incentive to extend
bus service to low-income communities in outer neighborhoods. They are more
interested in maintaining a healthy business climate. Attempts to extend the state’s role
by extending bus service would only increase the tax burden on capitalists.
To test this hypothesis, the analysis explores whether the share of “impoverished mobile”
individuals (forced car owners) increased over the time period studied relative to other
mobility groups.
As predicted by Block’s state theory, the impoverished-mobile group experienced a 37%
decrease in access to unique transit routes between 1994 and 2011 (see Table 12), perhaps
due to a higher share of them living in the periphery. This finding supports Currie´s
research (2009) related to the fact that forced car ownership is mainly a phenomenon of the
urban periphery, due to its core elements: low-income, a need for travel and lack of
transportation alternatives. The Impoverished-Mobile traveled half the distance of the
Choice-Mobile (16.5 miles in 2011), reflecting a closer range of destinations, and thus
higher levels of social exclusion. This huge difference in traveled distance may also suggest
the high cost of driving for Impoverished Mobile individuals, who might as a result be
limiting their travel.

As might be expected, all of the Mobile groups (those who drive) had the fewest number
of transit lines available from home and the longest distance to transit stations. One
important difference between Mobile groups is that while Mobile-Choice individuals may
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choose to live in areas with poor access to transit, Impoverished Mobile individuals are not
there by choice. They cannot afford to live in transit rich neighborhoods, leaving them with
no choice but to live in transit-poor neighborhoods and be forced to drive.

Table 15 compares travel mode to work by race in the Portland metro area between 2000
and 2013. If minorities are living in the suburbs, one would expect them to be driving
more than before and taking transit less. Single occupancy commuting slightly decreased
for Whites, but indeed increased for Blacks and Latinos: Between 2000 and 2013 the
percentage of people who drove alone to work increased from 57% to 66% for Blacks,
and the proportion living outside of the City of Portland increased from about 37 percent
in 2000 to about 43 percent in 2010 (U.S. Census Bureau 2011)- and from 53% to 61%
for Latinos. During the same period poverty levels increased from 24% to 34% for
Blacks and from 23% to 28% for Latinos (Census, 1990 and 200; ACS 2013) (see
Appendix, Table 3).
Table 15: Means of transport to work by race/ethnicity, Portland 2000 and 2013
Census 2000
White
Black
Latino
N
%
N
%
N
%
Drive
457011
73.3
9,688
57.4
26,728
53.4
Carpool
63,420
10.2
2,530
15.0
12,491
25.0
Public transit 42,493
6.8
3,280
19.4
6,184
12.4
Bicycle
5,650
0.9
143
0.9
397
0.8
Walk
19,360
3.1
597
3.5
2,346
4.7
ACS 2013
White
Black
Latino
N
%
N
%
N
%
Drive
511,851
69.9
15,521
66.1
55,420
61.3
Carpool
63,738
8.6
2,235
9.4
16,180
17.5
Public transit 47,140
6.8
3,505
15.5
8,558
10.4
Bicycle
26,000
4.0*
540
2.5*
2,244
2.7*
Walk
24,060
3.7
441
2.3
4,111
5.0
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Census 2000, ACS 2009-2013. *This figure includes, taxi, motorcycle, bicycle, and other.

Table 16 shows the results of a regression to explore whether changes in the amount of
driving (alone) occurred for the impoverished-mobile between 1994 and 2011. Results
indicated that indeed driving increased among the impoverished-mobile group (B=.161,
SE=.031, p<. 000).
The reason for this increase in driving (alone) might be a response to: 1) an increase in
distance to work, 2) an increase in the share of individuals living in the suburban counties
in 2011, and 3) an increase in poverty levels in 2011, compared to 1994 among
impoverished-mobile individuals. These figures suggest that there is an increase in
‘forced’ car-ownership among socially disadvantaged individuals who increasingly rely
on cars to achieve their mobility levels, with the economic burdens that this represents.

Table 16: Driving alone regressed on period of time
B
S.E.
(Constant)
.596
.005
2011 * Impoverished Mobile
.161
.031
Source: POTAS 1994 and OTAS 2011.
a.Dependent Variable: Drive alone. R Square .085

Significance
0.000
0.000

4.2 Analyzing the journey-to-work
Inequality in the journey-to-work is the second major area of research in this study. The
hypotheses based on the research question here draw on a body of theories around “social
relations in the household,” “inequalities in the job market,” and “residential location.”
Research Question: How do gender, race/ethnicity, and income inequality affect the
journey-to-work?
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Three hypotheses were tested in answering this question:
•

Hypothesis 3 (Gender): The journey-to-work will be shorter for women than for
men.

As the literature review showed, studies on “social relations in the household” explain in
detail how women must balance dual roles as housewives and wage earners, and how
shorter work trips enable them to coordinate their many activities (MacDonald, 1999). In
addition, research on “inequalities in the job market” shows that women, who tend to
hold low-paid, part-time jobs in the service sectors, are more likely to find employment
closer to home.
•

Hypothesis 4 (race/ethnicity): The journey-to-work will be longer for minorities
than for everyone else.

This is the expected outcome of the work on “residential location,” which posits that
minorities in lower- cost neighborhoods with few local employment opportunities seek
and take jobs farther away.
•

Hypothesis 5 (Class): The journey-to-work distance will be shorter for lowincome individuals than for everyone else.

This would be consistent with research looking at the relationship between journey-towork and class, which has found that low-income individuals in general travel shorter
distances to work due to lower levels of mobility than those with higher incomes. Lucas
(2012) shows how lack of mobility is associated with social exclusion, since the poor
cannot reach opportunities due to lack of a car or sometimes even the means to afford
transit. Income not only affects a person’s ability to own a car, but also, as Doyle et al.
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(2000) show, their choice of residential location. Low-income individuals tend to live in
low-income neighborhoods with low-paying jobs.
Testing Hypothesis 3: The role of “social relations in the household” and “inequalities
in the job market” in explaining the journey to work

It was hypothesized that the journey to work will be shorter for women than men.
Reasons for this draw on two bodies of research around: “social relations in the
household” and “inequalities in the job market.” Research on “social relations in the
household” explains in detail how women must coordinate dual roles as housewives and
wage earners, and how shorter work trips enable them to coordinate their many activities
(MacDonald, 1999). Similarly, research on “inequalities in the job market” explains why
women, who tend to hold low-paid, part-time jobs in the service sectors, are more likely
to find employment closer to home, and thus have shorter commutes.

Results of a regression analysis of journey-to-work distance regressed on gender, income
and race (see Tables 17 and 18) showed a negative relationship between gender and
journey-to-work distance and commuting time, meaning that women made shorter trips to
work than men, because on average they lived significantly closer to their workplaces
than men, with the exception of Black women in 2011. These results support
MacDonald´s research (1999), which posits that shorter work-trips enable women to
coordinate their many activities as mothers and workers.
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Table 17: Journey-to-work distance regressed on gender, race, income and year
B
Std. Error
Significance.
Distance in miles
(Constant)
7.270
.141
.000
Female
-1.492
.281
.000
2011 Black Female
1.750
1.733
.313
Low-income*2011
-1.678
.468
.000
a. Dependent Variable: straight-line distance home to fixed workplace location
R Square .004.

Table 18: Journey-to-work time regressed on gender, race and income
B
Std. Error
Significance.
Distance in minutes
(Constant)
44.176
1.062
.000
Female
-8.642
1.484
.000
26.472
10.489
.012
2011 Black Female
Low-income
-3.380
2.123
.111
a. Dependent Variable: Work travel time
R Square .009.

Testing Hypothesis 4: The role of “residential location” in explaining the journey to
work

Hypothesis 4, which predicts that the journey-to-work will be longer for minorities than
for everyone else is tested using the research on “residential location,” which has found
that minorities in lower- cost neighborhoods have few local employment opportunities
and therefore need to seek (and take) jobs farther away. Thus, this study hypothesized
that the journey-to-work would be longer for minorities than for everyone else. There
were not enough cases in the surveys to meaningfully analyze groups at the intersection
of race, gender and class.

Blacks
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Tables 19 and 20 showed that Blacks in metropolitan Portland, as hypothesized, had the
longest average work commutes of any racial group in 2011. Interestingly, Blacks
experienced the largest increase in distance to work and in travel time between 1994 and
2011. This is consistent with the data on residential location of Blacks in metropolitan
Portland, which shows an increasing share living in the outer neighborhoods and suburbs
since 1994, perhaps in large part due to displacement from a gentrifying core and housing
discrimination.

Table 19: Journey-to-work time regressed on gender, race and income
B
Distance in miles
(Constant)
44.176
Female
-8.642
2011 Black Female
26.472
-3.380
Low-income
a. Dependent Variable: Work travel time
b. R Square .009.

Std. Error
1.062
1.484
10.489
2.123

Significance.
.000
.000
.012
.111

Table 20: Journey-to-work distance regressed on gender, race and income
B
Std. Error
Significance.
Distance in miles
(Constant)
6.930
.116
.000
Black
1.670
1.897
.379
Latino
-.061
.665
.927
Black women
-.409
2.401
865
c.
d.

Dependent Variable: Distance to work
R Square .007.
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It is likely that growing poverty among Blacks in Portland4 has contributed to their shift
to lower-cost neighborhoods in the suburbs. Thus, a longer distance to work from home
might be a response to a higher share of Blacks in 2011 living both below poverty and in
suburban counties than in 1994.

When living in the core, work commutes were shorter for Blacks since many available
jobs were nearby; but when living in outer neighborhoods and suburbs, work commutes
are farther due to fewer job options nearby and ongoing discrimination in the job market
(Massey and Denton 1993; Hogan and Berry 2011). This forces Black residents to seek
and take jobs farther away.

The findings in Portland are consistent with the research on residential location of
minorities, such as Giuliano’s work (2000), which shows that inequalities in both the
housing and job markets translate into the need for Blacks to travel longer distances to
reach their jobs and take a longer time. The longer travel times in part reflect greater
reliance on public transit. This is true in fact in Portland, for both the general population
(See Table 13) and the study sample population (see Appendix, Table 4), where Blacks
have the highest share of any racial group using public transit for the journey-to-work.
Giuliano (2000) maintains that riding transit, which generally takes much longer than
driving, is a result of lower incomes.

4

The percentage of Blacks below poverty in metropolitan Portland increased from 23.6% in 2000 to 34.1%
in 2013. This was the largest increase among any racial group. See Appendix, Table 3).
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The huge increase in both distance to work for Blacks between 1994 and 2011 seems to
support Kain´s spatial mismatch theory (1968), but with a twist. Kain argued that Black
low-income workers in the core were mismatched to their suburban jobs, in part due to
their residential segregation in lower-cost neighborhoods in the central city that offered
few local employment opportunities. While the Portland analysis confirms a spatial
mismatch between Blacks and their jobs, the twist is that by 2011 more Blacks were
living in Portland suburbs (see Appendix, Table, 2) and were mismatched to jobs in the
core or in other suburbs. In fact, Blacks in Portland had the highest share of
“mismatched” workers: 42% of Blacks worked in a different county than where they
lived, compared to only 33% of Whites and 34% of Latinos (Appendix, Table 5).
Latinos

In contrast to Blacks, Latinos in Portland have followed a different population growth
pattern, which affects their journey-to-work differently. The Latino share of the
metropolitan population increased from 3.4% in 1990 to 11.7% in 2010 (See Appendix,
Table 1). Contrary to what “residential location” research would predict (that minority
groups tend to be moving to lower-cost suburbs), Latino populations have increased
fairly equally in all three counties of Portland’s metropolitan area (See Appendix, Table
2). As a result, their journey-to-work travel time and distance looks very similar to those
of Whites.
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The results of the journey-to-work analysis by race have shown that in Portland,
“minorities” cannot be considered a monolithic group. Massey (1993, 1996) and other
researchers tended to focus on Blacks as the “minority” group, without looking at
behaviors of other minorities such as Latinos. While the journey-to-work characteristics
of Blacks in Portland are consistent with the literature on race and journey-to-work,
Latinos in Portland follow a different pattern. Their journey-to-work characteristics more
closely resemble Whites.

Growing poverty rates and an increasing population of Blacks in the suburbs is not in
itself evidence of gentrification or involuntary displacement. Yet, this is a plausible
hypothesis supported by research in Portland (McKenzie, 2013; Gibson, 2004, 2007,
2013). It’s reasonable to assume that under the circumstances described above, it has
become more difficult for Blacks to afford living in central city neighborhoods in
Portland.
Testing Hypothesis 5: The role of income level in explaining the journey to work

Since income level is a mechanism that identifies the economic attributes that shape
people’s opportunities, such as job type, choices and material conditions, it may also
explain differences in the journey-to-work (Wright, 1996, 1997, 2005). It was
hypothesized that the journey to work will be shorter for low-income individuals than for
higher-income groups. Research on the relationship between class (or income level) and
the journey-to-work has found that low-income individuals - who tend to be less educated
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and hold lower-paid jobs than middle- and high-income individuals - are more likely to
seek and take employment closer to home, a key reason for their shorter commutes.
Massey’s (1993, 1996) research supports this argument. He shows that income inequality
and class segregation overwhelmingly affect individuals’ travel behavior, due to the types
of work they are able to obtain.

In addition, the poor have lower rates of car ownership than higher-income individuals,
so they must rely more often on transit or car-pooling, which are slower modes of
transportation and might limit how far away an individual is willing to work. Lucas
(2012) shows how lack of mobility is associated with social disadvantage and exclusion,
since the poor cannot reach opportunities due to lack of a car or sometimes even the
means to afford transit.
A regression of travel time and journey-to-work distance on individuals at different
income levels (controlling for other variables) showed that lower-income individuals in
the metropolitan Portland area traveled shorter distances to work than wealthier
commuters in both 1994 and 2011 (see Table 21). The average journey-to-work distance
for the low-income group over the entire period studied was 5.6 miles, compared to the
middle- and higher-income groups at 7.2 miles each. These results match the research
showing that lower income individuals have shorter journeys to work (Giuliano, 2000,
2005; Krovi et al, 2000; Crane, 2007).
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Table 21: Journey-to-work distance regressed on income, period of time and race
B
Std. Error
Significance.
Distance in miles
(Constant)
7.364
.771
.000
Low-income
-1.662
.491
.001
Middle-income
.115
.266
.666
Black
.222
1.217
855
e. Dependent Variable: Distance to work
f. R Square .005.

Another interesting finding worth mentioning is that although low-income individuals in
Portland traveled the shortest distances of any income group, their commuting times were
significantly higher than for higher income groups in 2011– likely due to higher levels of
use of public transportation.

Table 22: Journey-to-work time regressed on income, period of time and race
B
Std. Error
Significance.
(Constant)
38.370
1.231
.000
Low-income
2.160
2.875
.085
9.141
8.059
.257
Black
g. Dependent Variable: Distance to work
h. R Square .001.

4.3 Analyzing “Household-serving” trips
In this section, differences in household-serving trips by gender among different family
types are analyzed. One research question is asked and one hypothesis is tested drawing
on a body of theories around “gender socialization”:
Research Question: Do household-serving trips vary by gender in Portland?
•

Hypothesis 6: Women will make more household-serving trips than men.
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The reason for more household-serving trips by women, according to the set of theories
around “gender socialization,” is that a strong division of roles – with women assigned to
“women's work” and men to “men's work” – means that women in general make more
child-serving and grocery shopping trips (i.e., doing “women’s work”) than men.

Testing the “gender socialization” hypothesis

To answer the research question and test the hypothesis that women will make more
house-serving trips than men, the study looked at four family types: 1) individuals living
alone (“one-person households”), 2) couples with no children, 3) couples with children,
and 4) single parents.

An statistical descriptive analysis was conducted on the data (number, time, and distance
of household-serving trips among the four family types). The results (see Appendix,
Table 7) showed that in terms of household-serving trips women in general made more
trips –with the exception of women living alone and single mothers- and had longer and
lengthier trips than men, confirming the hypothesis. Among women in all family types,
those with children traveled longer distances than childless women, and those living
alone traveled the shortest distances.

These results are consistent with the related finding that women in Portland still do the
majority of household and childcare chores. As expected, the lowest gender gap in both
household maintenance and work related activities was among childless households (see
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Appendix, Table 6). As Taylor et al. (2015) and Rosenbloom (2006) found, the
disproportionate parenting and household responsibilities of women lead to more
household-serving trips.

Overall, in keeping with the “gender socialization” hypothesis, women´s share of
household maintenance activities as a share of all activities was higher than men’s share in
every family category. Although, the sharpest differences were among women with
children, particularly within couples with children. Interestingly, the share of household
activities among men from the family categories.

In addition, a set of regressions were conducted to test the “gender socialization”
hypothesis, with the number of household-serving trips, trip time, and travel distance
regressed on the four family types (see Tables 23-25). Results from this model showed
that:

First, in terms of number of household-serving trips (See Table 24), women living alone
and single mothers made fewer household-serving trips than similar men. Perhaps fewer
trips are a factor of the longer travel times that single mothers spent travelling due their
huge reliance on public transit as opposed to single father who had high access to vehicles.
This may also reflect the fact that single mothers are time poor due to the need to conduct
their activities alone. In contrast, women from the household categories: “couples with
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children” and “couples with no children” made more household-serving trips than similar
men, suggesting that the additional work related to childbearing rests mostly on women.
Second, women in the four family categories spent longer time making householdserving trips, though only those made for women with children were significant (See
table 23).

Third, women from “households with children” and “one-person households” traveled
longer distances (See Table 25) than men in household-serving trips (though results were
not significant).

Table 23: Number of household-serving trips regressed on household type by gender
B
Std. Error
Significance
(constant)
3.838
0.142
.000
One person household women
0.131
0.207
0.527
Couples no children women
-0.125
0.155
0.419
Couples with children women
0.111
0.111
0.319
Single parent women
-0.050
0.256
0.846
One person household men
0.497
0.304
0.102
Couples no children men
-0.158
0.153
0.302
Couples with children men
-0.236
0.107
0.028
Reference single parent men
R Square .023
N (1994 and 2011 sample= 13,073).

Table 24. Household-serving trip time regressed on household type by gender
B
Std. Error
Significance
(constant)
16.348
0.569
0.000
One person household women
0.774
0.649
0.233
Couples no children women
0.608
0.544
0.264
Couples with children women
7.382
0.564
0.000
Single parent women
8.498
1.52
0.000
One person household men
-0.672
0.811
0.408
Couples no children men
-0.323
0.546
0.554
Couples with children men
1.692
0.567
0.003
Reference single parent men
R Square .018
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N (1994 and 2011 sample= 13,073).

Table 25: Household-serving trip distance regressed on household type by gender
B
Std. Error
Significance
(constant)
2.558
1.518
0.092
One person household women 0.252
1.732
0.884
Couples no children women
0.604
1.452
0.677
Couples with children women
1.952
1.506
0.195
Single parent women
1.353
1.056
0.739
One person household men
0.044
1.165
0.984
Couples no children men
3.912
1.456
0.007
Couples with children men
1.095
1.513
0.469
Reference single parent men
R Square .001
N (1994 and 2011 sample= 13,073).

Results showed that among “couples with children” women made more trips and
travelled farther and significantly longer than their male counterparts. Among women,
women with children made more household-serving trips and travelled farther and longer
than childless women.
The results therefore seem to confirm that having children increases the number of
household-serving trips for women. This is consistent with the literature that shows that
women with children have more complex daily activity patterns, associated with family
duties and child responsibilities, than men with children, and women and men without
children.
As Taylor et al. (2015) show, the role and influence of gender ideology is remarkably
strong in explaining why women make more child-serving and grocery shopping trips.
The results in this section further confirm gender socialization theories around the
unequal division of housework that reflect gender ideologies. Women end up with a
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disproportionate share of household-related errands such as taking children to school and
appointments, and grocery shopping.

In this chapter, six hypotheses were tested through statistical analyses, comparisons of
data over time, and interpretation of secondary sources. The hypotheses drew on a body
of relevant theories centered on the three key questions of this dissertation. All of the
findings supported the hypotheses in general, although there were minor variations at the
intersections of race, gender and class. However, the available data in many cases was
insufficient to endow many variations with significance – there was simply not enough
data collected from minority populations (this issue is discussed in detail in the research
design chapter). The final chapter of this dissertation reviews and discusses in further
detail the key findings from this research, and ends with some conclusions and
recommendations.
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Chapter 5. Findings and Discussion
This study has seven main findings, grouped here by the relevant transportation
inequality metric to which they apply.
5.1 Access to transit findings
One key question of this dissertation is the effect of neoliberalism on access to public
transit in Portland. Since neoliberal ideology seeks to reduce the social welfare state, it
was expected that the bus system would suffer from cutting costs, which was actually the
case. An analysis of the data showed that access to bus transit decreased for all groups
between 1994 and 2011 in the Portland metro area, particularly among socially
disadvantaged groups.
The neoliberal effect shifted the bus system from its earlier purpose of providing a public
service for those who have no other option toward an economic purpose focused on
relieving traffic congestion, and on efficient routes that pay for themselves in places
where ridership is high. Portland transit systems also witnessed a turn toward rail
investment rather than bus, illustrating how meeting human needs in the neoliberal era
becomes subordinate to the imperatives of capital accumulation.
Second, as predicted by Hypothesis 1, drawing on the growth machine thesis of urban
political economy, impoverished-dependent riders (those too poor to own a car, who thus
rely on transit) became more “transportation-disadvantaged” in metropolitan Portland
between 1994 and 2011 than choice-dependent riders (who depend on transit by choice).
Impoverished-dependent riders had fewer transit routes available and lower frequency of
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service, and were required to make longer journeys on foot to get to bus stops or light rail
stations. In contrast, the choice-dependent group in Portland has the greatest access to
transit in terms of distance to stops, frequency of service, and diversity of route options.
One reason seems to be that choice-dependent individuals can afford to live in transit-rich
neighborhoods, where it is easier to choose not to own a car but to rely on transit instead.
This is consistent with the concept of an “urban growth machine,” which states that in the
competition to grow the city, elites focus on improving the core where returns and profits
are high and they can benefit from the resulting rise in rents. However, these rising rents
cause low-income individuals to seek housing elsewhere, which is most often in a transitpoor, outer neighborhood or suburb, as was found to be the case in metropolitan Portland.

The third finding from this research is that, as predicted by Hypothesis 2 and supported
by Block´s theory of the capitalist state, the share of impoverished-mobile individuals
(low-income individuals who own cars) in metropolitan Portland grew significantly
during the time period studied. Most likely, many of those individuals are “forced car
owners.” A plausible explanation for this growth of “forced car ownership” is that a
higher share of low-income individuals live in the suburbs, with lower access to public
transit. This finding is consistent with Fred Block’s theory of the capitalist state, which
posits that in order to maintain a healthy business climate, government bureaucrats
(including transportation planners), agency heads, and other “state managers” are
reluctant to extend the state’s role because it would increase the tax burden on businesses.
Thus transportation officials would be reluctant to expand bus service within low-income
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communities on the periphery of the city, as this would increase the state’s role as well as
the tax burden on businesses, creating a less friendly business climate. Since a growing
share of low-income individuals in Portland are now living in these transit-poor
neighborhoods on the outskirts of the city, more low-income individuals are forced to
purchase a car in order to get around.

5.2 Journey-to-work findings
A fourth and important finding is that overall, women in Portland live a mile closer to
work than men (6.3 mi vs. 7.3 mi) and have shorter round-trip journeys to work than men
(46 min vs 50 min). They are also more likely to ride transit to work than men (14% vs
11%), and they drive to work less frequently than men (73% vs 74%). That said, women
are not a monolithic group; there are important differences in commuting behavior among
them when race and ethnicity are taken into account. For example, White women show
lower use of public transit and have a shorter travel time, although overall they travel
similar distances as women of color. In addition, the lowest gender gap in travel mode is
among Whites: there are not relevant gender differences in driving and transit use among
them. All of these findings support Hypothesis 3, which postulated that due to unequal
social relations in the household and inequalities in the job market, the journey-to-work
was shorter for women than for men.
Research on “social relations in the household” support this hypothesis, explaining in
detail how women must coordinate dual roles as housewives and wage earners, and how
shorter work trips enable them to coordinate their many activities (MacDonald, 1999).
Other research supporting Hypothesis 3 focuses on inequalities in the job market and
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finds that women, who tend to hold low-paid, part-time jobs in the service sectors, earn
less, and work shorter hours, are more likely to seek employment closer to home to
reduce time spent travelling (MacDonald, 1999; Madden, 1981).
A fifth finding from the research is that, as Hypothesis 4 proposed, the journey-to-work
was longer for minorities, particularly Black, than anyone else. One reason is that
minorities tend to live in lower-cost, isolated neighborhoods with few local employment
opportunities. This hypothesis draws on “residential location” theory, which has found
that Blacks – who tend to live in lower-cost isolated neighborhoods with few local
employment opportunities nearby – must seek and take jobs farther from their homes
than whites, in part due to scarcity of employment opportunities near where they live but
also due to racial discrimination.
In the Portland metro area, Black individuals have the lengthiest distance to work and the
longest travel time of all groups. Among just women, Black women on average traveled
further to work; had the longest average commute time and the highest use of public
transit than White and Latino women.
Residential location theory, as described above, seems to make sense for Blacks in
Portland, since between 1994 and 2011 the share of Blacks living in Multnomah County
decreased as many Blacks were displaced to less-expensive and more isolated suburban
communities (the proportion of Blacks living outside of the City of Portland increased
from about 37 percent in 2000 to about 43 percent in 2010 (U.S. Census Bureau 2011)).
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The huge increase in both distance to work and commute time for Blacks between 1994
and 2011 seems to support Kain´s spatial mismatch theory (1968), but with a twist: Kain
argued that Black low-income workers in the core were mismatched with available jobs
in the suburbs due to their residential segregation in lower-cost neighborhoods in the
central city that offered few local employment opportunities. While the Portland analysis
confirms a spatial mismatch between Blacks and their jobs, the twist is that by 2011 more
Blacks were living in Portland suburbs (see Appendix, Table 2) and were mismatched to
available jobs in the core (and in other suburbs) –the reverse geography of Kain´s spatial
mismatch theory. In fact, Blacks in Portland had the highest share of “mismatched”
workers: 42% of Blacks worked in a different county than where they lived, compared to
only 33% of Whites and 34% of Latinos (Appendix, Table 5).

Sixth, as hypothesis 5 predicted, the journey-to-work distance was shorter for lowincome individuals than for everyone else, since they tend to seek and obtain low-paying
jobs close to home (typically a low-income neighborhood). This hypothesis draws on
research on the relationship between journey-to-work and class, which has found that
low-income individuals in general travel shorter distances to work due to lower levels of
mobility than those with higher incomes. Such lack of mobility has social implications
since it is associated with social exclusion, because the poor cannot reach opportunities
due to lack of a car or sometimes even the means to afford transit.
This trend reflects a “mode gap” among lower-income individuals, who use public
transit, a slower mode, more often than the non-poor. In contrast, longer distances and
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shorter travel times of wealthy individuals might reflect not only their ability to choose
the most convenient transportation mode and residential location, but it also reflects a
wider set of jobs, services and recreational activities available for them. These results
support Mauch and Taylor’s (1997) findings regarding income being important in
understanding the shorter commutes of poor individuals, because lower income groups
share common economic and social characteristics, residential location, and occupation.
These results have inequality implications because the lower distances traveled impact
the quality of jobs and service range these socially disadvantaged individuals have access
to.

5.3 Household serving trips findings

Seventh, results supported hypothesis 6, that posits that women in general made more
household-serving trips than men, draws on the “gender socialization” theory which
states that gender roles are the primary determinants of the division of work. Women are
assigned to “women's work” and men to “men's work.” The consequence of such a
strong division of roles is that women in general make more child-serving and grocery
shopping trips (i.e., “women’s work”) –with the exception of women living alone and
single mothers- than men. Thus: being female increases the number, duration and
distance of household-serving trips, in particular for women with children. In contrast,
men made more trips, traveled further and longer than women, regarding both
discretionary and work-related trips. These results have important transportation and
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gender equity implications, since the division of house-work seems to be a factor of
gender roles: women are more likely to be assigned to “women's work”, such as
chauffeuring the children and doing the grocery shopping, reflecting beliefs about the
appropriate roles and behaviors of men and women. Results also showed that women
with children have more complex daily activity patterns associated with a
disproportionate share of family duties and child responsibilities, than men and childless
women.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Recommendations

The idea for this dissertation began with a simple question: how is metropolitan
Portland, so often held up as a model of sustainable transportation and land use planning,
addressing questions of equity in transportation outcomes? And is a move to greater
equity even possible in an era infused by neoliberal ideology? Three inter-related
research questions were explored:
1. What has been the effect of neoliberalism on access to public transit in
metropolitan Portland?
2. How do gender, race/ethnicity, and income inequality affect the journey-to-work?
3. How does gender inequality affect household-serving trips in Portland?
The scope of this dissertation was admittedly very broad, but looking at all three of these
transportation aspects and their unequal outcomes was also useful in showing how
pervasive the effects of neoliberal ideology can be. The fact that unequal outcomes were
found in areas of transportation as different as access to public transit, the journey-towork, and household-serving trips – and that these outcomes disproportionately affected
women, the poor, and racial minorities – tells us much about Portland’s priorities in
transportation and land use planning in a neoliberal era.

While it was not possible to conduct as deep an analysis on each question as might have
been the case had the focus been on only one question, the results were sufficient to make
some preliminary conclusions and recommendations, and map out a path for future
research.
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After testing the set of six hypotheses and examining the findings (Chapters 4 and 5), a
key conclusion to be drawn is that efforts to implement smart growth and sustainable
transportation policies in Portland have been (however unwittingly) favoring those with
privilege (e.g., Whites, males, and higher income individuals) over the least advantaged
social groups.

The study found that those who ride transit by choice are being favored over those who
depend on transit; those who can afford to live in the gentrifying core of Portland have
more transit opportunities than those who can only afford to live in the transit-poor
periphery; White workers are benefitting more than Black workers in Portland (as shown
by journey-to-work comparisons); and men in general are still better off than women in
terms of household-serving trips (despite evidence that the gender gap is closing in terms
of jobs and pay). Although the situation has been improving over time, it is clear that, in
terms of key mobility metrics, gaps between Blacks and Whites, men and women, rich
and poor still persist, and in some cases are widening.

Examining the effect of the intersections of income level, race and gender on
transportation outcomes reveals even further disadvantages. Multiple factors of
disadvantage, such as being female, Black and poor, when taken together, increase the
magnitude of the negative effects. Unfortunately, a deeper analysis of such “complex
inequality” was not possible with the available data sets, given the low number of
minority responses.
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A hallmark of neoliberal ideology is its emphasis on efficiency over equity. This
emphasis may prove to be misplaced, however, when one looks at the bigger picture. As
future research may show, providing public transportation as a service to the poor might
actually contribute to growing the market economy by fueling the social mobility of lowincome groups, allowing them greater access to services, jobs, and opportunities. They
become more competitive in the marketplace as inequalities in access to transit are
reduced.

A key recommendation from this research, therefore, is for transportation planners to refocus their efforts on providing public transportation as a service for disadvantaged
groups, and not as a tool to decrease traffic congestion in the name of efficiency or as a
way to shift people from driving to transit in the name of sustainability. This is especially
important in a context of growing income inequality.

Another recommendation is to find ways of strengthening the regulatory capabilities of
the state. Allowing “the market” to write the rules by which public transportation or
housing is provided will make things worse, widening the gaps among the haves and
have-nots and eroding any social cohesion.

A political economic framework was employed to study transportation outcomes in
Portland – an approach not often found in the literature. The application of theories
critical of neoliberal ideology, such as Block’s theory of the capitalist state and Molotch’s
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“growth machine” theory to the area of transportation research offers a modest
contribution to filling the gaps in the literature in this type of research. The study showed
the downside of Portland's sustainable city image, including the negative effects of
gentrification on low-income residents and their ability to meet their travel needs.

Block’s theory of the capitalist state and Molotch’s growth machine theory were useful in
explaining the unequal outcomes found through the data analysis. However, neither
theory examines differences at the level of gender or race. As Melissa Gilbert (1999)
have suggested these theories would benefit from incorporating such social dimensions to
increase their robustness as explanatory theories and offer a more nuanced critique of
neoliberalism. For example, it is clear that neoliberal policies have affected differences
in the journey to work (by race, income level, and gender), but for the purposes of this
study it was necessary to employ other theories besides growth machine and state theory
to explain outcomes along these dimensions. These other theories focused on residential
location, social exclusion, and gender relations in the household and job market.

As mentioned above, critiques of neoliberalism and the capitalist state are rarely applied
to the field of transportation research. That said, a political economic framework was
useful in identifying findings with potentially great social relevance. For instance, finding
lower levels of access to public transit among socially disadvantaged individuals has
implications for worsening social exclusion under neoliberalism. Low access to transit
restricts access to jobs, services, and leisure activities and increases levels of forced car106

ownership, all of which have negative effects on society. Forced car owners are more
likely to restrict their travel to save money on fuel and maintenance, exacerbating social
exclusion. State theory and growth machine explain how such winners and losers are
produced by the workings of a capitalist state with weak government regulation.

It is important, therefore, that urban policy-makers and planning staff consider the
negative consequences of their focus on enhancing the core; otherwise new transportation
investments aiming to improve mobility and accessibility will continue to benefit
‘choice’ riders over those who depend on transit. Although housing affordability and
residential location were not the main focus of this research, results suggested that
involuntary displacement of disadvantaged groups due to rising housing prices was an
unintended consequence of Portland’s attempts to enhance the core and increase the
mode share of transit, walking, and bicycling.

Those who need transit the most, paradoxically, have been losing access to it in Portland.
Providing socially disadvantaged households with improved access to affordable housing
in transit-rich neighborhoods would be an important strategy for decreasing social
exclusion. It would require better coordination between housing, land-use, and
transportation policies.

If a more inclusive future for Portland is desired, the market cannot continue defining
housing policy and transit planning. It seems that urban renewal, redevelopment, and
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densification policies in Portland have at the very least accelerated the displacement of
low income and minority populations - particularly African Americans - to the
periphery. Clearly, strong demand-side pressures may make matters worse, but it's the
responsibility of policy makers to find a balance that takes social equity into account.
The breadth of this study has not only helped identify a range of inter-related findings
and enabled a broad set of conclusions and recommendations, it has also provided a rich
agenda for further research. This includes examining such topics as:
•
•

•

The effects of the intersections of race, class, and gender in unequal transportation
outcomes (i.e., complex inequality).
The trend toward convergence of commute times for women and men (as women
gain ground in the job market), while at the same time differences remain in
household-serving trips, with women continuing to do the majority of household
work and childcare. Women’s extra burdens appear to be long-standing; perhaps
things haven’t changed much since Madden’s (1981) seminal paper on the topic.
An update to spatial mismatch theory. Instead of Blacks in the core mismatched
with available jobs in the suburbs, Portland now shows the opposite after over two
decades of displacement: Blacks are now in the suburbs, yet the majority of jobs
available to them are in the core. Perhaps it doesn’t matter where Blacks live;
discrimination will lead to a spatial mismatch between whatever neighborhoods
they inhabit and the location of jobs most available to them. It would be
interesting to explore whether this holds true in other cities that have experienced
high levels of gentrification, and what it implies for spatial mismatch theory.

This study also uncovered a problem with the two transportation surveys used for the
analysis: minorities were underrepresented in both surveys, and this paucity of data
prevented the discovery of statistically significant findings. This opens an agenda for
transportation planners in Portland to collect data in a way that accurately represents the
heterogeneity of a complex society. It is clear that the under-representation of racial
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minorities and the poor represents a major challenge for the design of inclusive
transportation policies.

A final point to be made here is that transportation research, with a combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods, can benefit from using a mixed-methods approach.
Qualitative and quantitative methods, when used together, can offer a powerful way of
helping us understand the complexity of changes occurring today.

Overall, this dissertation contributes to the advancement of research on access to public
transit and transport-related social exclusion by providing a conceptual framework for
examining the relationship between transport disadvantaged groups and travel, and for
understanding the complexity of the relationship between mobility and social exclusion.
This research also contributes to the understanding of journey-to-work differences among
minority groups over time in the Portland metropolitan area. It seems that gender, class,
race, and county of residence are the most significant predictors of the journey-to-work
characteristics.

It is indisputable that Portland is further ahead on the sustainable transportation curve
than most cities. It has been on the leading edge of progressive sustainable policies. It
actually, inspired too many cities around the globe to shift toward sustainable
transportation policies. Therefore, it might be that occupying this leading role may help it
to shift from a progressive view of sustainability into a progressive view that incorporates
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equity. If Portland is able to inspire the rest of the country, it might be the case that a
shift to a more equitable approach will be followed by other cities.

Fighting inequality is a never-ending responsibility of the public sector. In this context,
transportation policy-makers in Portland must do a better job in dealing effectively with
income inequality and social exclusion. Portland will need to find a better way to balance
environmental sustainability and social equity, or suffer the consequences.
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Appendix
Socio-Demographic Trends in the Portland Metropolitan Area
Race and residential location (by county)
Historically, Blacks and Latinos have followed different patterns of population growth in
the Portland Metropolitan area (Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington Counties).
Blacks have accounted for about 3% of the Portland population since 1990. Their
population decreased from 3.2% in 1990 to 3.0% in 2000, then increased to 3.1% in 2010.
Table 1: Metro population change by race/ethnicity in Portland Metro, Oregon.
Statistics
Census 1990
Census 2000
Census 2010
Population
1,174,291
%
1,444,219
%
1,641,036
%
White
1,041,904
88.7
1,153,291
79.9 1,217,404
74.2
Black
37,508
3.2
43,426
3.0
51,541
3.1
Latino
39,920
3.4
116,086
8.0
192,546
11.7
Source: Social Explorer Tables (SE), Census 1990, 2000 and 2010, Census Bureau; Social Explorer; OTAS
2011 and POTAS 1994. Results do not add to 100% because only a few racial categories are shown.

In terms of residential location, between 2000 and 2010 the share of Blacks living at the
periphery of the city increased from 37% to 43% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011), while the
population of Blacks living in Multnomah County (which encompasses Portland)
decreased from 5.9% of the total population in 1990 to 5.4% in 2010 (see Table 2). In
contrast, the proportion of Blacks increased in all the neighboring suburban counties
(Clackamas and Washington).
Table 2: Portland Metro population changes by race 1990, 2000, and 2010
County
Year
Population
White
Black
Hispanic
1990
278,850
263,965 (94.7%)
1,107 (0.4)
7,129 (2.6)
Clackamas
2000
338,391
301,548 (89.1)
2,056 (0.6)
16,744 (5.0)
2010
375,992
317,648 (84.5)
2,761 (0.7)
29,138 (7.8)
1990
583,887
497,700 (85.2)
34,415 (5.9)
18,390 (3.2)
Multnomah
2000
660,486
505,492 (76.5)
36,592 (5.5)
49,607 (7.5)
2010
735,334
530,303 (72.1)
39,919 (5.4)
80,138 (10.9)
1990
311,554
280,239 (90.0)
1,986 (0.6)
14,401 (4.6)
2000
445,342
346,251
(77.8)
4,778
(1.1)
49,735
(11.2)
Washington
2010
529,710
369,453 (69.8)
8,861 (1.7)
83,270 (15.7)
Sources: Social Explorer Tables (SE), Census 1990, 2000 and 2010, Census Bureau; Social Explorer

Latinos in Portland have followed a different population growth pattern than Blacks. Since
the 1990’s the Latino proportion of the population has increased in Metro Portland, from
3.4 % in 1990 to 11.7% in 2010 (see Tables 1 and 2). The state of Oregon has had a long
history of Latino seasonal in-migration stimulated by governmental agricultural programs,
such as the Special Agricultural Workers program (SAW). By 2010 there were 450,052
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Latinos in Oregon, of which almost 70% lived in urban areas. In 2011 there were around
160,000 undocumented immigrants in Oregon, with approximately 60 to 75 percent of
them from Mexico.
Poverty rates (by race)
Poverty changes for the analyzed minority groups between 1990 and 2013 are presented
in Table 3. Poverty rates decreased from 1990 to 2000 and then increased by 2013,
perhaps as a factor of the economic recession of 2009. In 2013 Blacks had the highest
share below poverty (34%), followed by Latinos (27.6%), and then Whites (10.8%).
Table 3: Portland Metro population below poverty by race/ethnicity
Statistics
Census 1990
Census 2000
ACS 2013 (5 Years)
Income below poverty
N
%
N
%
N
%
White
89,438
8.5
84,188
7.4
130,719
10.8
Black
10,775
29.4
9,689
23.6
18,351
34.1
Hispanic
9,243
24.6
26,050
22.9
53,689
27.6
Sources: Census 1990 and 2000 Census Bureau; Social Explorer; ACS 2013 (5-Year Estimates), Social
Explorer; U.S. Census Bureau

Commuting to work: transportation mode (by race)
Table 4 shows changes in commuting to work transportation mode for the study´s sample
population, between 1994 and 2011. Blacks have the highest use of public transit: 17%
average in the two periods, though 29% in 2011.
Table 4: Sample population driving alone & using public transit to work, by race, 1994 and 2011
Mode to work
Public transit
1994
2011
Average
Race
Gender
M
N
M
N
M
N
White Male
9.7
2374 12.7
2167
11.1 4541
Female 12.3 2125 14.1
2223
13.2 4348
Total
11.0 4499 13.4
4390
12.1 8889
Black Male
11.1
36
29.4
17
17.0
53
Female 24.1
29
24.0
25
24.1
54
Total
17.0
65
26.1
42
20.5
107
Latino Male
9.4
32
11.7
77
11.0
109
Female 23.5
17
18.8
69
19.7
86
Total
14.3
49
15.0
146
14.9
195
Total
Male
9.7
2442 12.8
2261
11.2 4703
Female 12.5 2171 14.4
2317
13.5 4488
Total
11.0 4613 13.6
4578
12.3 9191
Mode to work
Drive alone
1994
2011
Average
Race
Gender
M
N
M
N
M
N
White Male
71.2 2374
73.1
2167 72.1 4541
Female 69.5 2125 74.1
2223
71.8 4348
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Total
70.4 4499
73.6
Male
77.8
36
70.6
Female 51.7
29
76.0
Total
66.1
65
73.8
Latino Male
62.5
32
71.4
Female 76.4
17
71.0
Total
67.3
49
71.2
Total
Male
71.2 2442
73.0
Female 69.3 2171
74.0
Total
70.3 4613
73.5
Sources: POTAS, (1994); OTAS, (2011).
Black

4390
17
25
42
77
69
146
2261
2317
4578

72.0
75.4
63.0
69.1
68.8
72.1
70.2
72.0
71.8
71.9

8889
53
54
107
109
86
195
4703
4488
9191

Jobs-housing mismatch (by race)
Table 5 shows the share of workers living and working in the same county in metropolitan
Portland, during 2011.
Table 5: Share of workers living and working in the same county in Portland Metro, 2011
Race
Share of workers living &
working in same county, 2011
%
White
67.0
Blacks
58.0
Hispanic
66%
Sources: OTAS, (2011).

Distribution of activities (by gender and family type)
Table 6 shows the distribution of household, work, and discretionary activities of sample
members (1994 and 2011 average) by type of family and gender.
Table 6: Distribution of activities by family type and gender (1994 & 2011 average)
Family Type
1994-2011
One person
Couples noSingle Parent Couples with
Total
HH
children HH
HH
children
Males
Work
998
2259
82
2475
5814
Percentage
20%
19
24
26
22
HH tasks
870
2278
86
1982
5216
Percentage
17
20
25
21
20
Discretionary
2223
4761
132
3083
10199
Percentage
45
41
38
32
39
Other
784
2339
48
2042
5213
Percentage
16
20
14
21
20
Total
4875
11637
348
9582
26442
Females
Work
1174
1956
217
1645
4992
Percentage
16%
16
14
14
15
HH tasks
1655
2764
504
4034
8957
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Percentage
Discretionary
Percentage
Other
Percentage
Total

23
2945
40
1501
21
7275

Work
Percentage
HH tasks
Percentage
Discretionary
Percentage
Other
Percentage
Total

2172
18
2525
21
5168
43
2285
19
12150

23
4914
41
2404
20
12038
All
4215
18
5042
21
9675
41
4743
20
23675

32
632
40
229
14
1582

34
3554
30
2620
22
11853

27
12045
37
6754
21
32748

299
15
590
31
764
40
277
14
1930

4120
19
6016
28
6637
31
4662
22
21435

10806
18
14173
24
22244
38
11967
20
59190

Results showed that overall: 1) males in all the family type categories worked more than
females, and that males with children had a higher share of work activities than men
without children; 2) the highest gender gap in work related activities was among
households with children, particularly within the “couples with children” category, where
men´s work-related activities were double that of women (26% vs 14%).
In contrast, in keeping with to the “gender socialization” hypothesis, women´s share of
household maintenance activities as a share of all activities was higher than males in every
family category; although, the sharpest differences were among women with children,
particularly within couples with children.
Interestingly, the share of household activities among males from the family categories
“couples with children” and without children” was very similar (21% and 20%), suggesting
that the additional work related to childbearing rests mostly on women. As expected, the
lowest gender gap in both household maintenance and work related activities was among
childless households.
Table 7: Trip purpose attributes by family type (sample population).
All
Men
Type of household
N
Mean
N
# Work trips
One person
1087
2.5
484
Couples no-children
1980
2.5
1015
Single-parent
118
2.3
25
Couples with-children
1779
2.3
1070
Total
4964
2.4
2594
Work trip total
One person
2216
5.5
895
distance (miles) Couples no-children
4316
6.5
2169
Single-parent
295
4.4
55
Couples with-children
3682
7.7
1837
Total
10509
6.6
4956
Work trip total
One person
2216
27.1
895

Mean
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.4
2.5
6.2
7.6
9.2
10.8
8.6
28.8

N
603
963
93
709
2368
1321
2145
240
1845
5551
1321

Female
Mean
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.2
2.4
5.0
5.4
3.4
4.5
4.9
26.0
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time (minutes)

# Householdserving trips

Household task
trip total time

Household task
trip distance
(miles)

# of
Discretionary
trips

Discretionary
trip time
(minutes)

Discretionary
trip distance
(miles)

Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total
One person
Couples no-children
Single-parent
Couples with-children
Total

4316
295
3682
10509
40
130
42
407
619
2216
4316
295
3682
10509
2216
4316
295
3682
10509
56
105
8
83
252
2216
4316
295
3682
10509
2215
4316
295
3681
10507

27.0
19.8
29.1
27.6
4.2
3.5
4.0
3.7
3.7
16.2
16.4
27.1
24.0
19.3
2.6
5.8
4.6
5.1
4.8
3.9
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.6
18.3
17.6
15.2
14.2
16.5
3.1
3.8
2.3
2.8
3.3

2169
55
1837
4956
12
66
8
205
291
895
2169
55
1837
4956
895
2169
55
1837
4956
25
50
1
50
126
895
2169
55
1837
4956
895
2169
55
1837
4956

29.8
29.9
38.9
33.0
4.6
3.5
4.1
3.4
3.5
14.4
15.4
16.7
18.9
16.5
2.3
3.2
4.4
4.3
3.5
4.2
3.5
2.0
3.8
3.8
19.1
18.0
19.7
14.7
17.0
3.4
4.0
3.3
2.8
3.5

2145
240
1845
5551
28
64
34
202
328
1321
2145
240
1845
5551
1321
2145
240
1845
5551
31
55
7
33
126
1321
2145
240
1845
5551
1320
2145
240
1844
5549

24.1
17.5
19.4
22.7
4.0
3.6
3.9
4.0
3.9
17.4
17.3
29.5
29.2
21.8
2.8
3.5
4.5
5.9
4.2
3.6
3.6
3.7
3.0
3.4
17.7
17.2
14.2
13.6
16.0
2.9
3.5
2.1
2.8
3.1
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